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Foreword
The critics and the defenders of secondary schools seldom agree,

but they do possesc a common outlook about the importance of cer-
tain basic skills. The ability to read, to write, and to compute is gen-
erally believed to be as important to the youth of today and tomorrow
as it was to the youth of yesterday.

Some educators believe certain other skills to be of equal value. For
instance, the capacity to solve problems, to demonstrate entry level
career skills, or to develop good interpersonal relationships receives
high marks in many sectors.

Concern is being expressed by the public and by the profession that
too many high school graduates are deficient in these matters. Too
many youth leaving school demonstrate an inability to compute well
enough to be intelligent consumers, or lack a reading proficiency suf-
ficient to follow job instructions and basic safety rules.

The question is not one of screening persons out of a diploma.
Rather, the question is one of identifying and remediating deficiencies
early in a student's career while at the same time verifying to the com-
munity that the end result of secondary education does meet the ex-
pectations of society.

This monograph on competency tests addresses the dual question
of assisting students while at the same time insisting that the diploma
regain meaning. It provides a good background to the competency
test movement, and reports upon the initiatives taken nationwide to
use performance tests as a requirement for graduation.

NASSP expresses its appreciation to the many schools and school
districts who generously provided examples of their performance tests
for this publication.

Owen B. Kiernan
Executive Director



Introduction
A rising interest in applied performance testing along with a public

concern about the quality of the high school diploma are together
finding a common ground. This common ground, graduation re:
quirements, sets the expectations for students completing a secondary
school education.

StUrig by reports about the deficiencies of today's graduate, some
schoOls are laUnChirig efforts to ensure that the high school graduate
can perform some basic skills. The most direct route to thiS objective iS
through competency testing. Here, proficiencies or capabilities can be
assessed rather than assumed. Here, society's expectations for gradu-
ating seniors can be verified as well as be identified.

The use of tests to verify Competencies required for graduation is a
relatively new but rapidly growing movement in the United States.
The Denver public schools as pioneers have been administering corn-
petency tests in basic skills for 15 years. The state of Oregon in 1973
passed legislation requiring graduates of the class of 1978 to demon-
strate proficiencies in 20 areas. Perhaps because of Oregon's well=
publicized decision; interest grew during 1975 and 1976 so that some
20 jurisdictions currently include competencies as part of their re-
quirements for the high school diploma.

The tests of General Educational Development (GED), sponsored
by the Armed ServiceS, is one form of applied performance test. Older
youth and adults have been taking the GED high school eqUiValentY
test since World War II. More recently, during the 1975-76 school
year the state of California began administering "High School Pro-
ficiency Examinations" to interested students of age 16 and over.
The certificate awarded to students who pass this exariiination carries
a legal status equivalent to the regular diploma.

This monograph, however, does not focus upon general equiva-
lehty examinations. Rather, its purpose is to explore the use of a va-
riety of specific competency tests that measure skill achievement re-
quired for high schOO1 graduation. The successful performance of
certain competencies ordinarily is viewed as an important adjunct of
course work. They are not seen by most schools as a replacement for
course work, but rather as one significant step toward gaining the
diploma.

8



Background
In 1973; litigation was introduced in the San Francisco _Superior

Court on behalf of a recent high school graduate against the San Fran-
cisco school board for negligence and fraud. "Peter Doe" (a

pseudonym) had been graduated from a high school despite the fact
that he was unable to read beyond the fifth grade level. The plaintiff
claimed that his reading level at graduation was below the level of
competence required to hold a job. He was it turned out, a student of
average ability who learned to read with relative ease after private
tutoring. The San Francisco schools were accused of negligence be-
cause they gave Peter Doe a diploma that implied he had attained a
level of achievement suitable for graduation from high school.

Some years later the lower court's dismissal of the case was upheld
on appeal for reasons not altogether flattering to the schools. For
schools to be guilty of negligence; ruled the court; it must be within their
power to prevent the potential harm. But, the court reasoned, students
may fail to learn for all sorts of reasons, many of which are beyond the
school's power to control. Moreover, for schools to be guilty of fraud,
the diploma must signify some specific achiexh-:.ment. To award the
diploma without the specific achievement present would be to behave
fraudulently. But the high school diploma does not seem to signify that
the student has learned anything in particular; hence, no fraud.

The Public Push
Many citizens view schools today with a certain skepticism. They

feel that despite heavy expenditures the educational gains are neg-
ligible ai best: What is the purpose, the public asks, of sending students
to school for 12 years if upon graduation these young per: ons cannot
read well or compute accurately? A resistance is growing toward the
mere atttkdance of students in school; new questions are being asked
about the outcomes of this attendance.

As a result of this public review and analysis, sc.-hz:ois are being
asked to account for the quality of their products. Thu. the signifi-
cance of graduation requirements comes into focus. Graduation, as
the capstone of secondary education, logically should reflect some
central priorities of schooling Citizens are asking for students to
demonstrate these priorities. They want measurable results for the
education dollars spent.

Declining test scores and other indicators of marginal student per-
formance play a part in the public's determination to define the high

2 school diploma. Among the concerns ...re these:



Scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) have fallen 44
points on the verbal section from a mean of 473 in 1965 to a
mean of 429 in 1978; and 28 points on the mathematics section
from a mean of 496 in 1965 to a mean of 468 in 1978.

The National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) in 1975
reported a decline in science knowledge among American stu-
dents between 1969 and 1973 equivalent to a half -year loss in
learning.
NAEP also has reported in a nationwide survey of 17-year-old
students and young adults that "many consumers are not pre-
pared to shop wisely because of their inability to use fundamental
math principles such as figuring with fractions or working with
percents."
Twenty-three million Americans are functionally illiterate,
according to a study sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education.

Comparative surveys of writing skills in 1970 and 1974 show 13-
and 17-year-old youth to be using a more limited vocabulary and
writing in a shorter, more "primer-like" style in 1974 than in
1970.
The American College Testing (ACT) program has reported a
decline in the average scores of students applying for college ad-
mission.
The Association of American Publishers revised its textbook
study guide for college freshmen in 1975, gearing the reading
level down to the ninth grade.
College officials, business firms, and public agencies express dis-
may at the inability of younger persons to express themselves
dearly in writing.

The public and many professionals want to reverse this decline. Since
an obvious checkpoint upon the effects of schooling comes at the con-
clusion of the twelfth grade, requirements for graduation take on a
new dimension. The competency test has been the most prevalent
method utilized by districts and schools to assess this twelfth grade
level of student performance.

Definitions

Although activity surrounding competency-based education has in-
creased, much confusion is associated with it. Some definitions are in
order.
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A competency is a complex capability applicable in real life situa-
tions. A competency is riot a prototypic skill (such as word or number
recognition) but a derivative or multiple one. It is a cluster of functional
understandings, skills and/or attitudes. The outline in Figure 1 clearly
defines the place of competencies in the overall schema of perform
ance -based education: Note that competencies are really program ob-
jectives forming a bridge between the broader goals and the more spe-
cific course and performance objectives. Figure 2 gives some sample
goals and objectives in the area of language arts. The specific compe-
tency chosen here is basic reading skills. The example could just as
easily reflect a writing, speaking or viewing goalindeed any of the
sub-areas of the program goal in the example. Competencies are not
foundation stones but they certainly are the building blocks of educa-
tion.

Competency-based education (CBE) is essentially a set of processes
that "facilitate, measure, record and certify ... the demonstration of ...
explicitly stated and agreed upon learning outcomes that reflect suc-
cessful functioning in life roles."' The implications of this definition are
quite clear, if overwhelming. CBE is a systems approach to basic skills
education. It presupposes, first and foremost, agreement among all in-
terested parties about what life-related objectives will be the basis of
the required competencies. It demands instructional procedures that
support the development of functional capabilities (hence the close re-
lationship between CBE and individualized, diagnostic/prescriptive
education). It calls for measurement techniques that permit an
unbiased and reasonably accurate assessment of the proficiencies.
(This aspect is the major focus of this monograph.) It assumes adminis-
trative procedures that verify progress toward and completion of the
various competencies.

Applied performance testing is simply the measurement of perform-
ance in an actual or simulated setting. "Knowledge about" a topic is in-
sufficient. Examinees must actually demonstrate the ability to perform
required tasks.

The U.S. government, as well as business and industry, uses
performance tests to determine qualifications of job applicants. For in -
stance, the Government Printing Office utilizes performance measures
of various printing tasks as the basis for selecting new employees, and
the General Aviation Administration uses proficiency tests to evaluate
the success of training programs. Use of performance tests will likely
accelerate since recent court decisions have required employment
tests to be job (or skill) specific.

L Spady, William G. "Competency-Based Education: A Bandwagon in Search of a
4 Definition," Educational Researcher, January 1977, p. 10.
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Figure 1. Competency-Based Education Schema

Goals and Objectives

Sources

Educational Influence of Demands of Needs of the
Philosophy Tradition Society Individual

General Goals

Program Goals

Program Objectives
(The Competencies)

Course Objectives
(Knowledge, Skill or Attitude Focus)

Learner Performance Objectives
(Specific Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes)

Performance Assessment
(Performance Indicators)

Learning Activities
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Figure 2. Competency-Based Education
Sample Goals and Objectives

General Goal:
Command of fundamental processes: communication skills:

Program Goal:
The goal of the language arts program is to develop skills in communica-
tion through tecefing, writing; listening; speaking, discussing, analyzing,
viewing, non-verbal expression; and creative projects, and through the use
of these skills to foster a greater understanding and awareness of self and
one's fellow man (appreciating).

Program Objective (competencies):
To survive and grow as a person; each student must develop basic skills in

reading.

Course Objectives (concept, skill or attitude focus):
The student will follow directions accurately.
The student will understand what he reads.
The student will read with a speed suitable to his age.
The Student Will locate and use information effectively:
The student will read representative selections Of and understand the
genres of: short story, novel, non-fiction, poetry, drama, and magazine
article.

Pedormance Objective (specific learning outcomes):
The student will identify information or ideas explicitly stated in a reading
selection with 90 percent accuracy.

Evaluation (criterion-referenced testing):
Read the following article carefully. Then respond to items 167 through
174 indicating whether the idea in the test item agrees; disagrees, or is not

suggested in the reading passage.

In secondary schools, driver training is the most obvious type of per-
formance assessment. The writing of an essay and the solving of an
equation, however, are also performance tests. Competency can be
measured by paper and pencil tests as well as by simulated perform-
ance.

Competency (or proficiency) tests are criterion-referenced meas-
6 tires. Glaser and Nitko define this approach to testing as follows:



A criterion-referenced test is one that is deliberately constructed to
yield measurements that are directly interpretable in terms of sped-
fled performance standards?
Criterion-referenced tests are not designed to determine an individ-

ual's relative standing in some norm group. Rather, they tell what an
individual can or cannot do with certain specific requirements. Unlike
criterion-referenced tests, most standardized achievement tests are
survey tests designed for normative interpretations. It is possible; how-
ever, to use them as performance or proficiency measures. Cutoff
scores or criterion levels can be set by a school district in defining the
competencies it considers important. Teachers then can be asked to
evaluate the individual items on the test for content validity, level of
difficulty, and applicability to the competency to be measured.

Most measurement personnel, however, would probably recom-
mend a specially tailored, criterion-referenced test to assess comple-
tion of the graduation requirements of a school district. The objectives
to be achieved and the tests to measure them can be developed locally
with success. They might even be developed by a region, parish,
county, or state; but there is danger in a broader focus that local priori-
ties will be overlooked.

The critical element of a performance test is its authenticity. Good
peAormance tests are congruent with the tasks of life. They are func-
tional rather than speculative. Performance tests may be simulated, of
course, but the simulation should mirror reality. Certainly they should
involve the application of skills and knowledge.

The term "functional literacy" usually applies to performance tests
that measure competency in reading and writing. Examples of func-
tional literacy include; for instance, understanding a lease or contract,
reading a newspaper, summarizing a driver's license manual, explain-
ing a chart, or following written directions. Performance tests in read-
ing and writing ordinarily do not include decoding new words, specu-
lating about a story plot, or using syllabication skills.

Competency tests can be used to measure a wide spectrum of be-
havior. They can be applied to specific jobs in specific settings, to basic
educational skills such as addition of numbers, or to more general
capabilities such as reading level. The scope of their use depends upon
the objectives at hand.

The effective use of competency-based education, then, depends
upon a clear understanding of objectives, and a precise statement of
the behaviors that demonstrate the required competency levels.

2. Glaser, Robert and Nitko, Anthony J., "Measurement in Learning and Instruction,"
in Robert L. Thorndike (Ed.), Educational Measurement, American Council on Educa-
tion; Washington, D.C., 1971; p. 653.
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The amount of time available to students may vary in competency
based education, but achievement is held constant. Identical criterion
levels are established for related test groups. As objectives change, of
course, the criterion levels may be adjusted to meet new situations.

Since competency-based education emphasizes the achievement of
specified objectives and not the ranking of learners, schools ought to
provide a variety of instructional routes for students. One major thrust
of competency-based education, therefore, is to provide a diagnostic/
prescriptive environment for learning.

Clarifications
Secondary education has been moving toward competency-based,

criterion-referenced education for more than 20 years. Beginning with
programmed instruction in the early 1960s, then moving to a focus
upon behavioral objectives, the accountability movement and the
whole educational reform thrust of the late 1960s and early 1970s,
and followed by the current interest in "outcomes" and back-to-basics,
we have witnessed a steady evolution toward competency-based edu-
cation.

Many educators have defended the fairness of criterion-referenced
measures. As concern for equality of opportunity grew in America;
normed tests came under increasing criticism. This outlook, together
with a new emphasis on consumerism and a thrust by the profession
itself toward individualizing education, led logically to a growing in-
terest in performance tests as measures of individual progress. It was
only a small step from there to begin using these measures to verify
basic skills as a part of the graduation requirements.

CBE is a movement whose time has come. Not only public pressure
but new evidence from contemporary learning theorists suggests that
educators can redesign approaches to learning in ways that will
guarantee students at least minimal competence in basic skills.

Highly applicable are the findings of Benjamin Bloom and his col-
leagues in mastery-learning research. Bloom has given educators a
new working assumption: If students have the necessary pre-
requisites for a particular learning task, up to 90 percent of them can
learn the material. His findings suggest that educators can no longer
automatically blame the student for failing to learn. The educator must
also look at the instructional system since the cognitive entry level of
one's learning accounts for up to 64 percent of a person's ability to
learn a given set of materials. If a student must approach a new learn

8 ing task without an adequate grasp of previous material, he/she is
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handicapped from the outset. Diagnosis and remediation are not op-
tions in the learning process, then; they become absolute necessities.

Bloom has shown that after grade three; prediction of the level of
achievement at grade 12 is + .70 or higher. By grade three, the corre-
lation between general measures of achievement at adjacent years is
+ .90 or higher. In short, learning achievement is largely determined

by the extent to which students possess the prerequisite skills, the cog-
nitive and affective entry characteristics necessary for subsequent
learning tasks?

The Meaning of the Diploma

It is apparent that several factors have contributed to the CBE
movement. But the question can still be asked: How does CBE differ
from its predecessors?

The verdict in the Peter Doe case insinuated that the high school
diploma in fact had little meaning. What is the real import of the dip-
loma today? What does it mean?

A conventional secondary school diploma signifies a number of
things, not all of them truly meaningful. The diploma implies that the
holder:

Is about 17 or 18 years of age;

Has met minimum district or school attendance requirements;
Has been exposed to about 20 high school courses and collected
18 to 23 Carnegie Units of credit;
Has received at least "social pass" grades in required subjects;
and
Has exhibited sufficient good citizenship (or acceptable docility)
to avoid any serious disciplinary problems.

Not an imposing list, but likely the reality in many districts. This real-
ity along with the previously mentioned sociological and educational
pressures, has led to the emergence of a strong CBE thrust. Specifi-
cally, competency-based education represents the first concerted at-
tempt of the public and the profession to relate learning outcomes to
life roles and to make the successful demonstration of some of these
outcomes prerequisite to earning a high school diploma. Advocates of
the movement submit that CBE guarantees additional meaning to the
diploma in no less than two ways:

3. Bloom, Benjamin S., Human Characteristics and School Learning: New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1976, pp. 39.41 and 168-171: 9



That a student has demonstrated at least a minimum level of
competence in the basic skills of reading; writing and computing.

That a student has not only "covered" certain academic content,
but has actually learned it.

The Federal Government and
Basic Skills Legislation

A bill introduced into the 95th Congress by Representative Ron
Mott! of Ohio would have created a National Commission on Bask
Education. The Commission was to set basic standards in reading,
writing, and mathematics and to develop tests that would measure at
appropriate levels whether students were meeting the standards; Most
educators opposed the bill because they saw it as an unnecessary in-
trusion of the federal government into what states and local districts
were already doing: The bill died in its original form but some of the
concepts are incorporated in current legislation (ESEA, Title II).

Regulations are now being drafted to implement the 1978 Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). Of particular relevance to
the CBE issue is Title II on basic skills improvement and Title IX, Part
B on state grants for proficiency standards. BOth the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and Congress are talking coordination
of existingprograms in basic skills; but many educators still fear that, at
root, the federal arm is interested in writing control into the ESEA
regulations. The First Annual Basic Skills Conference sponsored re-
cently by the US: Office of Education (USOE) stressed the importance
of 'let's not add on," that projects should stress mutual planning and
sharing rather than new efforts; The law, nevertheless; includes among
basic skills "effective communication, both written and oral" (along
with the usual reading and math). But at the present time, criteria in
written communication are certainly not normative and whatever stan-
dards that exist in oral communication are at the primitive stage.

It would seem that any attempt to control proficiency standards at
the federal level, even in the basic skills, is doomed to failure. There is
little agreement at state and local levels as to what constitutes ade-
quate proficiency in basic skills. The issue is further clouded when
other proficiencies are included in any list of graduation requirements:
Most educators view some form of basic skills requirement for gradua-
tion as acceptable, even desirable, but almost all are equally convinced
that the federal government should not try to set national competency
standards, whether as requirements or as conditions to ESEA aid.
NASSP's Executive Director Owen B. Kiernan stated the point suc-

10 cinctly:



We question thc^ colistitutional legitimacy of the federal govern-
ment's interveninii in t_hc-, states' responsibility of educating their
citizens. Traditionally. Education has been and we believe it should
continue to be a locai tunction, a state responsibility; and a federal
concern. To torte the f2deral :ipvernment to assume a nationwide
administran v41. and/or superv:mry role in this delicately balanced
triumviree :4.-Jes violence to the partnership. . . . We might add, if
the fedei a.1 government were to take a hand in educational account-
ability, that ,t should be in a supportive role, e.g. aiding financially in
the deve/opment and evaluation of better standards, perhaps re-
search assistance in the testing process. But we oppose the develop-
ment of a national standard, or any suggestion of a federal curricu -
!urn .4

Gordon Cawelti of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development has suggeSted that the present attitude toward basic
skills and proficiency standards at the federal level may represent "a
naive hope on the part of the feds that more testing will improve
achie../ement." In other words; many educators fear that federal offi-
cials see a solution to the prof ems of student achievement simply in
collecting more data and putting on more pressure at the state and
local levels. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Proficiency testing
is indeed a valuable diagnostic tool; even one of accountability, but an
acceptable assessment format must reflect locally agreed upon learn-
ing objectives and standards of proficiency acceptable to the local
community.

The States and
Competency Requirements

Aside from the high school equivalency test developed by Cali-
fornia and a national use of the General Educational Development
(GED) test, only the state of Arizona required verified competencies
for graduation as early as 1976. To receive a diploma in Arizona, stu-
dents must demonstrate a ninth grade reading level. Since then,
Oregon has mandated competency-based graduation requirements
for the class of 1978 and the states of Florida, New York, and North
Carolina have standards that become effective in 1979.

4. Statement made to the Congressional Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary
and Vocational Education of the Committee on Education and Labor, House of
Representatives, September 20, 1977.
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New York, of course; already administers the Regents EkarninationS
and awards the Regents diploma to students successfully meeting the
Standards, but this program affects only the state's college preparatory
graduates. Other states currently are more interested in establishing
basic standards for a single diploma rather than initiating a Special dip-
loma which reflects high scholarship. There is some movement in in
dividual districts and schools toward multiple or diversified diplomas,
but it is too early to predict whether the trend will become more wide-
spread.

In 1969, the California legislature enacted minimum requirements
in reading and mathematics, thus becoming the first state to establish a
Specific level of achievement for the high school diploma. The require-
ment was repealed, however, because of much opposition and some
loopholes in the law. Many persons objected to all school districts in
California being required to meet a single standard. A law was then
passed specifically forbidding state authorities to adopt statewide mini-
mum standards for high school graduation. Rather, the state was au-
thonied to propose examples of such standards for distribution, as in-
formational models, to local school districtS.

Currently. California requires that districts refuse a diploma to any
Student rot meeting locally adopted proficiency standards. Effective
January 1, 1979, local districts are also required to have alternate
means for students to complete the prescribed course of study. These
regulations reflect the general tenor of the recommendations made by
the California Commission on Reform of Intermediate and Secondary
Education (RISE. 1975). The RISE commission report recommended
that the learner's progress in an instructional program should depend
on clernonkrated proficiency in achieving specified educational out-
comes. This concept of "demonstrated proficiency" now motivates
most of the efforts in the various states to establish a CBE approach to
high school graduation.

Movement toward a competency-based diploma has been spec-
tacular in several states. Five years ago only a few states showed a seri-
ous interest in verified competencies for graduation. Today well over
half have some form of competency requirement, with many other
state rulings pending. State efforts tend to fall into three broad cate-
gories which are actually developmental or taxonomic. The more
sophisticated programs include and build on the more basic ap:
proaches.

(A) A large number of states have opted for a strictly "basic skills"
approach of reading, writing (or communication) and mathematics,
certified by some form of proficiency testing, States in this category in

12 dude New York, North Carolina, Florida. Tennessee, KanSaS, Idaho,
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Arizona, and others: This is and will continue to be the most common
approach.

(5) A Smaller group Of states is concerned with a "life or survival
skills" approach that requires a range of minimal competencies
thought essential to an effective adult life. Pennsylvania, Virginia, and
Maryland favor this approach. Maryland's "Project Basic" is a worth-
while example. There are five areas of "human activity" in the Mary-
land plan that will receive a competency base:

The basic skills of reading; writing, and the ability to calculate.
The rationale is that no person can function as a citizen, a con-
sumer, or an employee without these fundamental competen-
cieS.

The world of work. Economic security and a sense of identity are
closely tied to what we do for a living. Young people need a vari-
ety of skills and attitudes that will support success in the job
world.

The world of leisure time Preparation for constructive use of
leisure uemands some proficiency at least in lifetime sports and in
the arts.

Citizenship. Growth toward useful citizenship involves many
components but of primary importance are understanding and
participating in our legal and judicial system, in the political proc-
ess, and in relationships within our pluralistic society.

Survival skills. Adults today need a range of skills to cope with
the daily challenges of our post-technological world including
consumer economic skills, parenting skills, certain mechanical
competencies, and some interpersonal relations skills.

(C) A third group of States, small at present but growing, focuses on
a total learning system approach to competency. These states,
exemplified by Oregon, California, and more recently the District of
Columbia, are committed to establishing an integral functioning teach-
ing/learning system that will support the development of life-oriented

Educational leaders in these states not only want a competency-
based curriculum and evaluation process, but also a responsive learn-
ing environment that will make minimum competency a realizable
goal for all students:

Oregon has been a pioneer in this more comprehensive approach
to CBE As early as 1969-70, Oregon conducted a broad needs
assessment study and held town hall meetings throughout the state to
permit citizens to express their priorities for education: New state 13
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graduation requirements were adopted in 1972 and included as part
of the minimum standards for public schools mandated in 1974 and
revised in 1976.

More than a decade of effort has surfaced common agreement on
the need for locally based implementation efforts; for clear goals and
student outcomes, for alternative paths in meeting graduation require-
ments, and for continuing interaction among all interested parties.

(1) Educational Goals. The Oregon plan sees every student having
the opportunity to learn to function effectively in the six most
common life roles: the Individual, the Learner, the Producer, the
Citizen, the Consumer; and the Family Member.

(2) Educational Program. Each life role suggests certain knowl-
edge, skills, and attitudes. Students are to have opportunities to
achieve these outcomes through procedures to
(a) Identify individual learning strengths and weaknesses;
(b) Provide learning opportunities responsive to student needs;
(C) Determine and record student progress and report this in-

formation to parents and students.

(3) Graduation Requirements are mandated in three areas:
(a) Attendance provisions that are essentially conventional ex-

cept that local boards may adopt options such as early or
delayed graduation, credit by examination, and off-campus
or independent study learning experiences.

(b) Credit Requirements totaling a minimum of 21 units in
grades 9 through 12; to include the following "areas of
study":

1) Language Arts/English 3 units
2) Mathematics-1 unit
3) Social Studies/History 1 unit
4) Citizenship /Government -1 unit
5) Science 1 unit
6) Health Education 1 unit
7) Physical Education 1 unit
8) Consumer Education/Economics/Personal Finance=

1 unit
9) Career Education 1 unit

10) Electives-10 units.
Local boards may alter the number of elective credits and
establish additional requirements beyond the minimum
number. Of particular interest here are the mandated credits

14 in consumer finance and career education.1



(c) Performance Requirements in 13 categories. Student trans-
cripts must record the demonstrated minimum competen-
cies necessary to:

1) Read
2) Write
3) Speak
4) Listen
5) Analyze
6) Compute
7) Use basic scientific and technological processes
-8) Develop and maintain a healthy mind and body
9) Be an informed citizen in the community, state and na-

tion
10) Be an informed citizen in interaction with the environ-

ment
11) Be an informed citizen on streets and highways
12) Be an informed consumer of goods and services
13) Function within an occupation or continue education

leading to a career.
Verification of student competencies in the first six cate
gories was required for the 1978 graduating class with all 13
mandated for the class of 1981. Local school boards may
establish whatever performance indicators they feel will
serve as evidence of competency in all these areas.

Local Districts and
Competency Requirements

A number of local school districts, sensing a grass roots desire to
establish "standards" for the diploma, have initiated competency tests:
Denver moved early, requiring for 15 years that graduates demon-
strate proficiency in four areas: (1) language, (2) reading, (3) spelling,
and (4) arithmetic, The Denver schools have also maintained course
credit requirements:

The proficiency tests in Denver are initially administered during the
first semester of the ninth grade. For students who fail this first evalua-
tion, remedial classes are established. Students are retested later. By
the senior year only one and a half percent of the class does not reach
the desired level of competency on one or more of the tests. Certi-
ficates of attendance are presented to students who have not passed
the competencies or the required number of courses but who have
established records of adequate attendance.
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Other school districts also have tended to combine competencies
with course work as requirements for graduation. The board of educa-
tion of the Westside Community Schools, Omaha, Nebraska, adopted
in 1974 graduation requirements that include seven areas of mini-
mum competency as well as course credit. For a Westside diploma,
competencies must be demonstrated in (1) reading, (2) writing,
(3) oral communication, (4) mathematics, (5) consumerism, (6) the
democratic process, and (7) problem solving.

The Westside schools administer the mathematics competency test
in the ninth grade as a diagnostic tool It is then re-administered in the
eleventh grade. Students who do not pass all of the 17 math com-
petencies required to graduate are channeled into individual remedial
assistance as needed.

The written communication test is administered to all sophomores
upon entering their first class in English. Students who do not demon-
strate adequately a written communication competency during the
first semester continue to work with their classroom English teacher
until they have satisfied that requirement

The consurnor competency test is given to all sophomores. Students
have several additional opportunities throughout the next three years
to pass this test, including the option of taking an individualized con-
sumer education course. By passing the course, students also meet the
competency requirements.

The test in reading is administered to ninth grade students the
second semester. Students who do not make a score of 40 or above
on a Gates McGinitie Reading Test, Survey E, are then placed in a de-
velopmental reading program for remedial work.

The test in democratic process is administered to juniors in U.S.
History classes. Students must score at least 80 percent on a staff-
developed test to be considered as passing the democratic process
competency. Problem-solving ability is evaluated the second semester
of a student's junior year, also in the U.S. History class. Students must
demonstrate the steps of problem solving to the teacher by the end of
that course.

The oral communication test is administered to second semester
sophomores through the teacher-adviser program.

The Gary, Indiana. Board of Education adopted a resolution in
September 1974. to develop criterion-referenced exams to assess
student competencies in reading. writing, spelling, and mathematics.
The reading test was administered to eleventh grade students for the
first time in January 1976. The requirement to successfully complete
the reading test goes into effect with the class of 1977. Tests in the

16 three other areas are under development.
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The Nebo School District, Spanish Fork, Utah, has instruments to
verify competencies in career education, music, typing, physical
science, geography, mathematics, home economics, English, and art.

The Salt Lake City School Board of Education adopted as a priority
goal for the 1975-76 school year the establishment of competency-
based instruction and the initiation of programs to verify achievement
prior to graduation from the Salt Lake City School District By the fall
of 1976 the school district shall have developed a series of com-
petency examinations for students in the areas of English and
mathematics.

The Los Angeles Board of Education in January 1976, passed a
requirement that all candidates for high school graduation must
demons rate proficiency on a reading test sufficient to affirm that the
graduates read and comprehend at a level adequate to survive in
society.

The Anchorage Borough School District adopted in August 1975,
two proficiency requirements for graduation: basic English skills and
math skills: Students are evaluated during the third quarter of the
tenth grade. Students not meeting the proficiency requirements based
on this evaluation are required to enroll in, and pass, special remedial
courses which stress basic skills in both these subject areas.

Parkrose School District No 3, Portland, Oregon. has developed
several instruments to verify graduation requirement competencies in
mathematics and writing.

Duval County; Florida, has developed a new Functional Literacy
Test (including computation problems) to verify the basic skills re-
quired for graduation.

Greensville County, Virginia, has adopted a program of minimum
standards reaching from the elementary grades through high school.

Phillips Academy, Andover; Massachusetts; requires students to
demonstrate competencies in reading and writing. Students must
satisfactorily confirm these competencies in English class to qualify
for graduation.

The Craig City School District, Craig, Alaska, has dropped the
Carnegie unit in favor of a spectrum of performance objectives. As a
student masters a specific set of objectives, credit is granted toward
graduation: Mastery is determined by performance tests along with
other measures.

The St. Paul Open School, St. Paul, Minnesota, has also stopped
basing course credit on Carnegie units. Instead, St. Paul Open School
substitutes verification of experiences and competencies as require-
ments for graduation: Students prove their ability in each of six general
categories to fulfill graduation requirements:
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Designing and Using Competency Tests
Many schools are interested in the design and use of competency

measures: Most paper and pencil tests available today, however, do
not measure "survival skills" or "enabling competencies." Educators
need to develop, then, these testing devices and procedures. A meas-
ure of student performance on tasks critical to functioning in a com-
plex society is a significant measure, indeed.

Expecting high school students to demonstrate proficiency in
important areas of the curriculum is consistent with good educational
practice. Little controversy exists on that point The issues raised about
competency testing focus upon other matters such as the definition
and determination of the proficiency levels to be required. To establish
and define proficiency levels the goals must be clear, precise, and
understandable: Without a clear statement of goals, competency tests
can become a quagmire.

The use of the test must be considered. Will it be applied as an indi-
cation of general knowledge or as a demonstration of specific mini-
mums? Will the tests be linked to graduation? Or, will passing the
test result in a certificate; an additional credential, or an endorsement
on the traditional diploma?

Since schools want proficient graduates, the administration of a
competency test should be timed well in advance of graduation. When
students do not reach the minimum level of competency, schools must
respond with remedial programs to help the student reach these
minimum levels. The payoff for competency testing is in appropriate
remediation for students lacking essential competencies.

Competency tests should serve not only as an opportunity for
students to identify deficiencies and to demonstrate important skills
but; more importantly, to provide an impetus for revising program
sequence and content to help students reach desired levels of pro-
ficiency. The purpose of competency tests is to "screen in" students,
not to screen out students.

Intimately connected to the question of purpose for the tests is the
problem of defining "proficiency." Will the school test proficiency in
skills and knowledge learned in school or test the application of learn7
ing to tasks which are required outside school? Or, will the school
test both areas?

The minimum acceptable level of proficiency or achievement
must be established. Will that minimum be pegged at a certain grade
level equivalent on a standardized test? If so, what grade level is ac-
ceptable? Or will the minimum level be 100 percent accuracy, or 90
percent accuracy; or 70 percent accuracy on a test of skills or be-

18 haviors to be learned by the student? Or will results be reported on
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a "pass/fail" basis? Or will they be defined at specified levels of corn-
petency above base line requirements?

While criterion levels are absolute, they are not always a priori.
They are generally based on experience; and their absoluteness is
always related to a specific time and situation. When one uses compe-
tencies, criterion levels change as society changes and as the situation
demands. New hypotheses are formulated and tests constantly re-
examined as information is gathered.

School systems must not confuse norms with standards of compe-
tency. The purposes of the tests need to be kept clearly in mind. One
cannot assume that a test designed for one purpose can satisfy
another purpose. In addition, the content validity of tests must be
assured: Schools should make certain that proficiency tests measure
behaviors that reflect the learning opportunities of students.

In summary, the use of competency measures to determine the
attainment of objectives sought involves five considerations. These
include:

Agreement as to the kinds of indicators to be used as evidence of
achievement
Agreement as to the ways achievement will be documented.

Agreement on the levels of outcome desired.

Agreeinent on the procedures to be followed in judging per-
formance.
Agreement on remedial processes, as needed.

Currently there appear to be two general approaches to developing
proficiency tests. One practice is for individual schools or school
systems to develop instructional objectives and then to write test items
which meet these objectives. Test items can reflect noncognitive as
well as_ cognitive outcomes.

A second practice is to tap existing pools of test items. Test items
appropriate to examine various competencies are being developed by
a number of organizations including Educational Testing Service,
Westinghouse Learning Corporation, the UCLA Center for the Study
of Evaluation, and the Clearinghouse for Applied Performance
Testing. (Cf. Appendix C).

Either approach may be used successfully. The important issue is
not the source of the test items, but their appropriateness to the per-
formance being measured.

Test experts generally agree that the chief difference between cri-
terion-referenced tests and norm-referenced tests is that criterion=
referenced tests are used to determine what a student knows rather 19



than how he ranks on a scale with other students. Persons who favor
criterion-referenced tests list these advantages:

They are good ways to assess desired achievement if objectives
have been clearly stated.

They can report a larger amount of specific and detailed in-
formation on pupil competency than can other, more extensive
instruments at a given cost.

They emphasize mastery of specifics by pupils; although some
arbitrariness can exist in the definition of mastery and in the
choice of specifics to master.

They are meaningful measures of achievement in that they
establish a common standard for all.

They allow the freedom for the criteria in one locale to be difl
ferent from the criteria in another:

They have the obvious advantage of providing direct instruc-
tional feedback.

Competencies and Courses
Broadly stated, the general purpose of secondary eduCatiOn is

twofold: (1) to nourish the talents of each individual; (2) to develop
in students common attitudeS and competencies sufficient for society
to function.

Many skills can be measured by tests of competency. Complex
behaviors, however, are more difficult to gauge. The determination of
educational inputs and the measurement of outputs is still an indefi-
nite science in the affective realm. The documentation of planned
experience; therefore, remains a useful measure to school systems
desiring that the diploma reflect more than demonstrated proficiency.

Such school systems argue that indicators of performance can
strengthen the evaluation process but they are insufficient by them-
selves as criteria. They do not constitute a complete education. Meas-

ures of performance need to be paired, some schools believe, with
verification of experience to document a comprehensive education.
Among the experiences important to learning under this philbSciphy
is the opportunity to study and work in a group environment. The dis-
cussion, the response of others to one's actions, the completion of
tasks; the assumption of responsibility for others, and participation in
a collective enterprise; all contribute significantly to a social and intel-

20 lectual preparedness for adulthood.
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Schools using credit requirements believe that the world into which
youth graduate. the world of employers and of institutions of higher
education. wants more than cognitive and psychomotor proficiency.
This world is also seeking, these schools believe, certain social qualities
such as maturity, dependability, and the ability to work constructively
in a group setting. The realm of experience as well as of achievement,
it is argued; is important to the value of the high school diploma.

The graduate should possess enabling skills that are social as well as
personal. The socialization dimension of education and the experi-
ential dimension of learning necessitate, according to many educators,
the use of units as well as competencies for credit verification.

Finally; persons who propose that course credits be a part of grad-
uation requirements assert that while some products of experience
may be measured, other products may not be so easily evaluated by
measurement. Many persons capable of passing an examination on
sailing or mountain climbing would find themselves in deep trouble
when their knowledge was tested by Mother Nature. Documentation
of the successful completion of a field experience; in this instance,
might prove to be a more reliable measure than other forms of 'ex-
amination and so with many courses and programs in the curricu-
lum. The benefit of actual experience can be central to education. In
sum, the diploma should reflect more than academic competency; it
also must encompass the personal growth and development of the
student.

The traditional credit system has the advantage of flexibility. course
by course, as well as ease of documentation. Educationally, it also
accommodates individual interests. The disadvantage of the credit
system centers around the problem of inconsistent standards. Quality
may bear little relationship school by school.

A second approach to verification, that of competency measures,
allows for specific examination of skills. It also has the ad-vantage of
requiring careful thought about the course objectives and of the com-
petencies to be measured. This approach can bring a certain honesty
to the diploma. It can define precise expectations and report to
parents, the school, and the public whether or not these expectations
have been attained.

The use of competency measures for graduation suggests some
possible positive and negative outcomes.

Possible Positive Outcomes:

The question, "What is a high school education?" must be
squarely faced.

The statements required for each course will likely result in care- 21
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fully organized teaching and carefully designed sequential
learning.

Slow learners and underachievers will likely receive direct and
immediate attention.

Courses of study will likely be revised to correct identified de-
ficiencies.

Subjects leading to the development of competencies will receive
additional emphasis.
Alternatives and options not requiring attendance in class will
likely be broadened.
The senior year may gain more holding power because of a new
focus upon requirements and options.
The community will know the minimum performance required in
specific subject areas for the diploma.

Possible Negative Outcomes:
Confusion over the meaning of a high school diploma will con-
tinue if each district identifies its own level of competencies and
performance indicators.
The emphasis on pragmatic and practical competencies may
result in erosion of liberal education.
The emphasis on measurable outcomes could result in less atten
tion to outcomes which are difficult to measure.
The record-keeping system could become burdensome to
teachers and administrators.

The conflict between "humaneness" and "accountability" may be
intensified as criteria are established and clarified.

Community disagreement may arise over the nature and diffi-
culty of competencies.
Dropouts could increase depending upon the level of the min-
imum competencies.
Expectations for an improved product could exceed actual per-
formance.

Some schools have cautioned about developing ambitious lists of
competencies. Keeping account of large numbers of competencies
may become burdensome. A point of view has developed, therefore,
that if competency measures are used they should focus upon the
more fundamental skills. The greater the application of the skill, the
more valuable it will prove to the graduate. Thus, one criterion applied

22 to determine the inclusion or exclusion of competencies as graduation



requirements should be usability in life. The diploma should
not be submerged in a sea of specific competencies difficult to apply
and burdensome to evaluate. Rather, generalized competencies
should receive priority.

Some educators believe that qualification for the high school
diploma should include verification by course and by competency.
The use of both approaches, they feel, would strengthen the measure
ment process and add authenticity to the diploma. Competency meas-
ures would be used to evaluate skill proficiency: credits would be used
to document completion of courses and programs. Together, it is

argued, they make the evaluation picture complete.

Graduation Requirements
A new awareness exists that graduation requirements should reflect

in some way the public's minimum expectations for secondary educa-
tion. Whatever constitutes the diploma affects the curriculum. Require-
ments for graduation become, in part, standards for learning: they
shape the outcome of schooling.

The NASSP Task Force on Graduation Requirements holds that
the criteria for a high school diploma should be distinctive, represent-
ing an accomplishment independent of other factors. It must stand on
its own merits. A diploma should not necessarily mean that the holder
is prepared for a job, states the task force, nor should it particularly
signify that the holder is ready for college. Rather, the diploma should
certify that the graduate possesses the baseline skills and knowledge
essential to an effective adult citizenship.

Expanding upon this viewpoint. the task force believes that effective
adult citizenship involves some degree of self-sufficiency. The diploma,
therefore, should signify that the holder possesses the skills to acquire
the information necessary to be a citizen and a worker. The graduate
should be a person prepared to learn on his own, an educationally
independent being possessing a set of basic competencies allowing for
life to be pursued in an informed and productive manner.

Continuing this argument, the NASSP task force recommends that
graduates be competent in the basic skills at a level sufficient to learn
job specifications or to pursue the requirements to enter postsecond-
ary education. The graduate, having acquired the skills to learn in-
dependently, then becomes free to direct himself as interests and cir-
cumstances dictate. He will have reached the "takeoff point" in educa-
tion, casting away dependency and allowing for an autonomous
pursuit of choices which lie ahead. 23



Finally, the task force proposes that the graduate should also be
suffiCiently knoWledgeable about democratic processes and experi-
enced in group diSCOSsion so as to be an informed voter, capable of
functioning in the local community. The enabling skills which allow a
person to participate in society are not only cognitive, but social as
well.

The diploma requirements, according to the task force, should,
therefore; include these Verified attributes of the graduates:

an ability to read, write, and compute with specified proficiency:

an acquaintanceship with the American experience, to include an
underStariding of the process and structure of democratic gov-
ernance;
the successful completion of a series of courses and/or planned
experience& some of which involve a group setting:

Concerning the question of the verification of these requirements,
the NASSP taSk force believes in using two specific approaches:

1: To be verified by competency measures:
A. Functional literacy in reading, writing, and speaking.
B. Ability to compute; including decimals and percentageS.
C. Knowledge of the history and culture of the United States,

to include the concepts and processes of democratic gov-
ernance;

Functional literacy concerns the performance of tasks representa-
tive of adulthood. These tasks include the ability to locate information,
to summarize paragraphs, to interpret maps and tables, to follow
Written instructions, to understand basic manuals (e.g., for the driver's
license), and to corroborate written information.

Ability to compute includes an application of the appropriate opera-
tion to problems as well as an understanding of the computational
process itself.

KnOwlodge of the American experience focuses upon the central
political, economic, and social events of the nation as well as under-
standing the precepts of democracy and its processes in action:

II. To be verified by units or credits
A. Successful completion of credits or units equal to a regular

Student course load extending through the first semester of
the senior year.

B: Sufficient attendance in courses and programs to gain fully
the educational and social benefits of group situations.

The number of units required for graduation should be sufficient to
ensure a thorough education. yet not be so large or inflexible as to

24 preclude early graduation Should that be the desire of students and
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their families. The number of units required should also not be so large
as to prevent the graduation with their class of students who have
failed one or two courses. Thus, the requirements should be some-
what less than a regular student course load carried through the
second semester of the senior year.

According to the NASSP task force, attendance in educational
settings is an important com )nent of learning for youth. Good at-
tendance benefits youth academically as well as socially, it is argued.
Group learning assists students to communicate, to work together, to
gain perspectives, and to accept responsibilityall important com-
ponents of adulthood. Also, good attendance at work is expected
and rewarded in the adult world. A habit of consistency, therefore, is
a beneficial behavior for youth in the long run, the task force asserts.

The task force on graduation requirements also recommended the
use of certificates of competency. These certificates would be awarded
to all students whether or not the requirements of the diploma are
met. Every student who leaves school, whether by graduation, by
"stopout," or by "dropout," would receive a certificate indicating a
specific level of competency in the four required areas of reading,
writing, mathematics, and American civilization. For some students
the certificate would indicate achievement well into the college level.
For other students the certificate might indicate achievement at the
fourth or fifth grade level.

For the nongraduate these certificates would be seen as an interim
record of progress. By receiving something upon leaving school,
rather than nothing, it was felt the student might be encouraged to re-
turn to complete his education.

Two Central Concerns
The current interest in competency tests as graduation requirements

comes face to face with two central problems, one primarily admini-
strative and one essentially philosophical.

The administrative question involves the grade level at which com-
petency tests, if used, should be administered. The schools currently
using competency tests advise early testing, preferably at the ninth or
tenth grade level. An early diagnosis allows students to be given
remedial programs in sufficient time for the required proficiencies to
be achieved before the end of the senior year. A central purpose of
competency tests is to identify and remediate educational deficiencies
for the benefit of the individual as Well as to assure society of some
minimum competencies. 25



The second, more philosophical question concerns the matter of
what happens to students who do not qualify for a competency-based
diploma. If a single diploma is issued to all students regardless of com-
petency level, then the citizens, the students, and the schools are all
back to the beginningthe diploma "has no meaning."

To recognize students who have spent four or more years in high
school, but who still lack certain competencies, various suggestions
have been made. These include:

special diplomas

certificates of competency

diplomas with endorsements certifying that the student has (or
has not) met specified competencies

certificates of attendance.

Whatever route is selected by schools for the diploma will likely
draw some complaint because qualifications for the diploma fall pre-
cisely between two major requirements of American education: (1) the
demand for excellence, and (2) the demand for equality.

Competency Tests in Current Use
A variety of competency tests are being used by local school districts

and by certain states. Examples of test items from a selected number
of tests are presented here for the reader's information. These items
are illustrative, only; they are not definitive. The entire test in each
instance must be reviewed to understand the range of competencies
evaluated.

The National Association of Secondary School Principals wishes to
express its appreciation to the schools and school districts represented
by the test examples. Their cooperation .allows the reader to view a
wide variety of tests in current use.

Most performance tests are copyrighted. some by commercial
publishers. Approval for the use of any test items in this publication,
therefore, must be granted by the school, school district, or publisher
holding rights.

Illustrations of Competency Tests
Mathematics

Numerical Proficiency, Form F, Denver Public Schools. Colo.
26 Math Test, Form Y, St. Paul Open School, Minn.
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Diagnostic Test; Immaculate Conception Academy, Washington,
D.C.

Mathematics: Graduation Requirement Competencies. Parkrose
School District, Portland, Ore.

Reading
Functional Literacy Test; Form B, Duval County Schools, Fla.
Proficiency and Review; Test IV, Denver Public Schools, Colo.
Reading Proficiency Examination, School City of Gary; Ind.

Writing

Proficiency and Review, Test III, Language Proficiency, Denver,
Colo.

Graduation Requirement Competencies, For A, Parkrose School
District, Portland, Ore.

Proficiency and Review, Test H, Spelling Proficiency, Denver; Colo.

Democratic Process
Democratic Process Minimum Competency Test I, Westside School

District; Omaha; Neb:

Art
Art Test, Nebo School District, Spanish Fork; Utah
Art Study Sheet, Nebo School District, Spanish Fork; Utah

Music
Music Test for Junior High School; Nebo School District; Spanish

Fork, Utah

Money Management
Consumerism: Student Handbook, Westside School District,

Omaha, Neb.
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"Proficiency and Review, Test Ic Numerical Proficiency, Form F," Denver Public
Schools, Denver, Colorado. Reprinted with permission.

TEST I : NUMERICAL PROFICIENCY

This test is designed to measure your understanding
of concepts of arithmetic and your ability to perform
the four fundamental arithmetical operations. It is
divided into five parts: addition, subtraction, mean-
ings, multiplication, and division.

DIRECTIONS: Solve each problem, doing all scratch work in_ your
test booklet. Then select your answsr from among the
five answer choices listed to the nght of_the problem.
Mark your answer on the answer sheet_ by blackening
the circle containing the Letter that identifies your
choice. If you decide that the correct solution is not
listed; indicate the fifth choice, "None," as your
answer. Look at Sample A below.

SAMPLE ITEMS: Sample A: Addition Sample B: Division

A 200 F 1
400 B 300 G 9

+ 200 C 600
1 5 ) 50 H 12

D 800 I J 100
E None ' K None

In Sample A, the answer is 600. This answer appears
in the list to the right of the problem, and is identified
by the letter C. On the front of your answer sheet
under the heading "Test I: Numerical Proficiency,"
you will find a box labeled "Samples," containing rows
A and B. In row A, the circle containing the letter C
has been blackened.
Now work Sample B. Mark your answer on the answer
sheet in row B in the box labeled "Samples."
In Sample B, the answer is 10. This answer does not
appear in the list to the right of the problem; therefore,
"None" is the correct choice. It is identified by the
letter K. On your answer sheet you should have
blackened the circle containing the letter K in the row
for Sample B.
When you are told to begin work, turn to page 4 and
start the problems in addition. The answer to the first
problem should be marked in row 1 of the column
labeled "Addition" on your answer sheet.

28 Page 3
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to- Work the following problems in SUBTRACTION. Reduce fractions to lowest terms.

11

12

13

14

15

Subtract:

785
564

Subtract:

831
377

$15.00 - $12.24 -

Subtract:

8,108
7,a9

A 121
B 141
C 211
1 1 241
E None

F 454
G 464

546
J 1,208
K None

A $2.86
B $3.24
C $3.76
D $3;86
E None

F 449
G 459
H 1;449
J 1,549
K None

A $18.01
B $16.91
C $17.01
D 1517.91
E None

16

17

18

19

20

6 0 6 i : - 19611 -

3.842 - 2.6 -

Subtract:

21
1 I2

A
B
C
D
E

F 409 -÷-

G 409 g
1 1 4 1 0 j

J 419A
K None

A 1.242
B 1.838
C 3;582
D 3A16
E None

F :
G 1
H 11
J 2 :
K None

1 hr. 5 min.
1 hr. 45 min.
2 hr. 5 min.
2 hr. 45 min.
None

F 2 in.
G 3 in.
H 4 iti;
J 1 ft. 2 in.
K None

Subtract:

4 hr.
2 hr. 55 min.

Subtract:

$20.00
3.09

Subtract:

2 ft. 1 in.
-1-ft-9-io.

Pigs 5 SO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE]
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"Math Test, Form Y," St. Paul Open School, St. Paul, Minnesota. Reprinted with
permission.

H. %ORD PPOBLEMS

(19) Zany took 5 spelling tests. Each test had 25 words. He
spelled the followingnumber of words correctly. 23, 19,24,
22, 25._ Sew many words did he get wrong altogether on the
5 tests?

(20) Augusta drives 31/2 miles_s day gets 14 miles per gallon
Of gasoline. How many gallont of gasoline doet Sbe use each
week?

(21) Ellen wants_to cut_shelves from 8 feet lengths of boards._ Each
Shelf is 3 1/2 feet long. ArowAsny boards will she need to buy
if she plans to make 9 Shelves?
(lint: Draw pictures of the length of the boards.)

(22) Wendell will pay the lowest price per ounce for sunflower seeds
if he buys them at a store which offers:

30 a. IS ounces for300 or b. 2 pounds for 600



(23) Al gallon of paint is supposed to cover 400 square feet
(if applied correctly'. It is sold in gallon and quart

cans. How many gallon and quart cans are needed to paint
a roan with 4 walls 9 feet high and 10 feet long?

(24) You borrow $15,000.00 at 11% simple interest for one year.
Haw much money do you repay the bank at the end of a year?

(25) You have a bank balance of $8.34._ You_make a_deposit of
$23.87. A week later you wrote check for $5.42 and $1.82.
What was your bank balance then?

(26) Curtains 5 feet 9 inches long are heeded for a set of_wirdows;
Which of the following comes the closest to the length reqUired?

(a) 48 inches (b) 60 inches 41 72 inches

t 38
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"Diagnostic TestBasic Mathematics," used by immaculate Conception Academy,
Washington, DC Copyright Motivational Development, Inc., Bishop, California
93514. Reprinted with permission.

Page 1

DIAGNOSTIC TEST
(Basic. Mathematics)

You have only so many minutes to complete each section. You may do your work

on scratch paper. Copy your answers into the spaces on the right hand side of

the sheet. BE SURE TO COPY THEM CORRECTLY;

I. (5 minutes)

1. 328 2. 4982 3. 62937 1)

+ /89 68 58185
8073 + 07348 2)

836
3)

4)

4. 24 + 380 + 6 =
5)

5. 8427 + 400 + 18 + 302 =

It. (5 minutes)
6)

6. 573 - 491 = 7. 86542 . 7,000
- 76568 - 5.296 7)

8)

9. 18888 10. 4002 - 98 -
9999 9)

10)

III. (8minutes)
11)

11. 487 12. 3726 X 28 = 13. 5207

X 53 X 304 12)

13)

14. 765 15. 27 X 2005
X 325 14)

15)



Page 3

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

(Raic Matlietittic)

VII. (6 minutes)

31. .007 + 65.2 32. 1.4 + 00.6 + 60.01 31)

33. 28.037 - .0032 - 34. 41.53 - 002.9 - 32)

35. 5738 + 9.0032 + .055 33)

34)

35)

VIII. (6 minutes)

36; __.002
X 87

37. .48
X 3.2

38. 12,3
X .046

39; 4;2 RITT 40. .03 I2757

36)

37)

38)

39)

40)

IX. (6 minutes)

41. 57% of 23

43. 45 is 300 % of what?

45. 3.5 is what X of 10?

42. IX of 20

44. What % of 25 is 5?

41)

42)

43)

44)

45)

X. (5 minutes)

46; If a_ple is cut into twelve_equalipiecee, three pieces
would be What fraction of the whole pie?

46)

47. You bought a baseball for one dollar and forty-three 47)

cents. You gave the clerk $5.00. How much change do
you get?

48. Ih a golf_game you started_out with 4_golf balls. You 48)

beat 2 and fthind 5 more: How many did you end up with?

49. You wish to make a board fenai 12 feat long, and 6 feet _49)
high. How many 6 foot boards 4 inches wide will you heed?

50, You -are to buy_hot dogs_for_a picnic for_thirty_psople. 50)

EaCh Orion Will eat 2 hot dogs; Bow many packages will

you need if there are 10 hot dogs in each package? 33



"Mathematics: Graduation Requirement Competencies," Parkrose School District,
No. 3, Portland, Oregon, 1975. Reprinted with permission.

23. The numerical equivalent of one
hundred thirty two and two
hundredths is:

4. 132.2
b. 130.22
C. 132.02
d. none of the above

IF A RECIPE GIVES THE FOLLOWING
INGREDIENTS:

2 cups flour
, 1-
g 3. cups iugar

1 tsp. baking pdaider

1 cups milk

24. Doubling the recipe would require:

e. 2 = cups sugar

1
f. 2 cups sugar

9. cups sugar
h. none of the above

4.

27. If there are 20 students in a
class, what percent of the class
attended school on the day when
15 students were present?

a. 133

b. 75%

c.
21.1!
100

d; none of'the above

28. 6% of 200 Is?

e. .1200
f. 60
g. 12

h. none of the above

29; If the weather forecast is a 50%
chance for rain; then:

a. rain is not expected
b. there is about an equal chance

for either rain or no rain
c. it will more than likely rain
d. none of the above

25. Cutting the recipe In one-half
would require: 30. If die (one dice) is thrown,

the chance of getting a six is:

a. cup sugar

b. cup sugar

c. Y cup sugar

d. none of the above

26. 5 Is what percent of 2?

e. 250%

f.
2

g. 40%
h. none of the above

34 CONTINUE ABOVE

e. about even
f. less than even
g. more than even
h. none of the above

31. if -a- student received the following
scores on tests: 85, 92i 87, 64,
and 96, what was the average score?

a. 78.5
b. 84.8
i. 85.8
d. none of the above

1
CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE



32.
If afree throw shooter's ',average" is .810; then he makes about:

e. 8 out of 10
f. 9 out of 10
9. 2 out of 10
h. none of the above

5.

33. Using the graph_below, determine the approximate
in the United States in 1960:

a. 22.5 million
No; of studentsb. 17.5 million

(in millinnt)c. 20 million
d. 15 million

25

2034. Using the same graph, when did

number of students attending

Students enrolled
in U.S. Schools

school

25

20

Student enrollment show a
decrease?

15 15

C. between 1940 and 1950
f. between 1950 and 1960 10 109. between 1960 and 1970
h. none of the above

5 5

1940 1950_ 1960 1970
Year

35. Using the tittle graph below, stlect the correct response from the following
statements;

a. more money is spent on food than all other Items combined.
b. more is_set_aside for savings thin is-spent on insurann ce.
c. it takes one-fourth of this family's eXpenditures to pay for shelter.
d. none of the above

fop

42



"Functional Literacy Test, Form B," and directions from "Development °Me Duval
County Functional Literacy-Reading Test and Manual of Directions, Form B," Duval
County, Florida. Reprinted with permission.

Number 46

On which of these pages would you find the word "nausea"?

REPEAT QUESTION. WAIT 10 SECONDS.

At the bottom of the page is the definition of the word "nausea." Notice that the dif-

ferent meanings are numbered. Listen carefully to the next question.

1111111111111111111111!

nature 312

2 To cause to grow in a region not native, as
fruit.

na.fOri Vnlis.Nrs. I The peculiar quality,
or _qualities; as, the nature of steel. 2 Kind,
sort, or type: as, things of thin- sebum
3 CM:meter or d' Lion; as a man of gen-
erous native._ 4 The physical universe: al,
the study of nature.-5-La; tlialtitairlcinaof

hector
asone's neatest friend. Not far away. -4
Cllose; narrow; as, a near escape from-death.
5 Claiely tmitated;_not real but very_ like;
as, sear silk. 6 Direct; short: as, the seared
way. prep, N e a r to or by; close 1st tic
upon. v. To draw near: as, to sear home.

niter -bur 2r near.by g\ adj. and
adv. Clove at hand: near.

nimble 316 nolse

nlnt \'itirrt-b1\ adj. 1 and light in &Sets-dive-it-hi_ \,nktr0-'glis-_r(-)on is. A
_Quick

motion; agile: as, a rsimbk- movemesit3 2
Ouick in understanding and learning; guide.

heavy, oily 'iquid explosive, from which
dynamite is made.

northwest 318 notify

no_rthAvost Vnarth'west\ a. The dita& notch N'nach rt. 1 A V-shaped cut in an
ton halfway between north and west. 2 The edge or surface:a nick. 2 A namaw pass bet
northwest part or region. adj. 1 Of or tween two moutttains-_3 A dame; a step:
relating to the northwest. 2 Froth theriarth- a pis :as,_to turn up the volume of the radio

west. 3 Toward the northwest. adv. To- a notch. v. To cut or make notches in.

46. A. 312

B. 316

C. 318

Number 47
(ii&rsha_or_ ab!se a)_ 1 the feeling

that one is about to vomit. 2 seasickness.
S extreme disgust: loethioS.

47. A. 1

8. 2

C.

If you read directions on a medicine bottle that said "take for nausea" which of the

meanings would apply?

REPEAT QUESTION. WAIT UNTIL ALL STUDENTS HAVE MARKED THEIR AN.

36 SWER SHEET.

43



Number 60

What number do you dial to contact the Police Department in an emergency if you
live in Jacksonville?

REPEAT QUESTION, WAIT UNTIL ALL STUDENTS HAVE MARKED THEIR AN-
SWER SHEET.

Jacksonville

Fire

Orange Park Baldwin Middleburg

633-2211 264.3737 266.4233 282-5541

PoliCar
InnvevracrOwir

633=4111
Iwhrrw.p.n

633-4202
Ambulance

Medical Enterveney

633=2211

266.4221
or

266.4751

633-2211

633.2211

Florida highway patrol emergency only

fi3l (Federal Bureau of Investigation)

U; 5; Secret Simko

264-6512

633-2211

633.2211

355-9981

355-1401

791-2777

other poison control center

important child abuse registry

numbers crisis and suicide interventi
Florida Pub *c Service Commission

Local Off lc..
Consumer Services

Tallahassee (Toll Free', 1

389-7751

725=8388

on 384-6488

384=3451

400=342=3552

office.,13..=6_03
_doctor

Dr loneS (write your doctor's numbers hero)

60. A. 633-4111

8. 633-4202

C. 633-2211

D. 791-2777

t I 44



"Proficiency and Review, Test IV: Reading Proficiency, Form F," Denver Public
Schools, Denver, Colorado. Reprinted with permission.

TEST IV: READING PROFICIENCY

DIRECTIONS :

This test is designed to- measure your understanding -of reading passages
and your knowledge of word meaning. It is divided Into two sections:
reading comprehension and vocabulary.
Directions and sample ihms for the reading comprehension section are
on this page. The directions and a sample item for the vocabulary section
immediately pretede the vocabulary test items. When you reach the
vocabulary section, read the directions and sample item; then continue
working.

READING COMPREHENSION SECTION
Thereading comprehension section contains three short reading passages.
Each passage is followed by eight teat items. Each teat item is a statement
about the preceding reading passage. After you haveread_the entire pass
sage, study each test item and mark your answer sheet according to the
following key.

KEY: On your answer sheet, blacken the circle containing the letter
A if the ideastatedin_the test item_is in AGREEMENT with

the_contents of the_reeding passage;
D if the idea stated in the test item is in DISAGREEMENT

with the contents of the reading passage;
N if the idea in the test item is NEITHER STATED NOR

SUGGESTED in the reading passage.
The following samples are based on the reading matter in the preceding
paragraphs.

SAMPLE ITEMS: Sample A The vocabulary section contains 26 items.

38 PI* 9

Sample B You are directed to read the entire passage before
working the items in the reading comprehension section.

The idea in Sample A is NEITHER STATED NOR SUGGESTED
in the preceding paragraphs; therefore, the answer is N. On the back of
your answer sheet under the heading "Test IV: Reading Proficiency,"
you will find a box labeled "Samples," containing rows A and B. In row
A, the circle containing the letter N has ben blackened.
Now select your answer for Sample B -and mark it on the answer sheet
in row B in the box labeled "Samples."
In Sample B, the idea is in AGREEMENT with the preceding para-
graphs; therefore, the answer is A. On your answer sheet you should have
blackened the circle containing the letter A in the row for Sample B.
When you are-told to begin work, turn the page and start reading the
first passage. The answer to the first item should be marked in row 151
in the comprehension section on your answer sheet.

BO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO



Is. Read the following article carefully. Then work Items 167 through 174.

KEEP U.S. YOUTH FIT

WASHINGTON, D.C.Alarmed lest this
turn into a nation of weaklings, the President
sent a message to every school administrator
saying why it is urgent that each student be
physically fit.

This was followed by a second message,
going to 144,000 schools, showing how this
may be accomplished. In his message to
school administrator% the President said
"Although today's young people are fun-
damentally healthier than the youth of any
previous generation, the majority have not
developed strong, agile &Odle& The softening
process of civilization continues to carry on
its persistent erosion."

The kickoff of the physical fitness drive
C81111! in an executive order calling for a
minimum of 15 minutes Of vigorous activity
each day in each schOol in the country.

Several Studies show that American youth
do worse on simple tests than youngsWrs of

other nations. Samples: One teat, which 57.9
per cent of the U.S. youngsters flunked, was
given to a similar group in Italy and Austria.
The Europeans had only 8.9 per cent failure.
And on seven different tests given to boys
and girls in the 10 to 17 age bracket, British
girls ran ahead of American girls 7-0, while
British boys won by 64. The U.S. boys were
superior only in "arm power."

Not only are today's American youngsters
behind youngsters of other countries, they're
not so sturdy as their fathers were. Spring-
field College has been giving testis periodically
since the 1920's, and national averages were
established On the- basis of these tests.
Recently, not one school measured up to the
national average&

Studies also show that 72 per cent of the
nation's schools have inadequate physical
education programs.

KEY: On youi sek blacken Ehe eirae containing the letter

A if thii kfiis stated m the Wet iii Iii in AGREEMENT with the contents of the
raWdinig purge;

D if the idea mid ts the Wet item fa in DISAGREEMENT with the contents of
the poem%

N if is iiks in the WA it is NEITHER STATED NOR SUGGESTED in the
reading painsce

167 The proposed physical fitness pro-
gram requires a_ trsiriinuun of one
hour's exercise during each school
day;

168 European children do better on fit-
ness tests than American youth.

169 Lew than 10 per sent_ of a_group of
European children failed on a test
which was flunked by over half of the
American youngsters.

170 European youth develop physical
skills not at school, but from hard
work.

N612

171 On_physicalfitness tests, U.S. youth
were compared with youth in all
European nations except Italy and
Austria.

172 British Hoye Seined knver than U.S.
boys in "arm power."

173 The "softness" of today's youth is
due to too many milkshake candy
barn, hamburgers, and rich between-
meal snacks.

174 Fathers of today's American youth
were sturdier than their children are.

16

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 39
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"High School_ Reading Proficiency Examination," specifically designed for the
&chool City of Gary, Indiana, by Westinghouse Learning Corporation, 1974. Re-
printed with permission.

32. Read this statement:

Women should have the right to be educatmd to their full
potential along with men.

If a person expressed this view, which ideas below would he or she
most likely believe?

I. A_woman's_place_is in the home.
2. Women should refuse to do any housework.-
3: If women do the same work as men, they should receive

equal pay.--
4. Women shouidimake_aII of_theiimportant world decisions;
5. Women_and_men_shouId_share_househoId_tasks.
6. It was a mistake to give women the right to vote.

( A ) numbers 1 and 6
(11) numbers 2 and 4
( C ) numbers 3 and 5
( D ) numbers 4 and 5

33. Follow_the directions_below to design a border. Use scratch
paper to draw the border.

(1) You will use squares, circles, and triangles to make
your border.

(2) Draw five squaresi four circles, and three triangles
in a straight line.

(3) Erase every third figure and replace it with a circle.
(4) Starting with the second figure in your line, erase it

and every second figure from then on.
(5) Put a triangle in the first two empty spaces.
(6) Put a square in the next empty space.
(7) Put a circle in the next three-empty spaces.
(8) Erase all but the first eight figures.

Which border looks like yours?

( A ) DOOADEOA
(B) GEAPEDOE
(C) ElznIOBBOO
( D ) ABOODA,LB

14.

DO- NOT CONTINUE-
UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.



37. Read the following paragraph carefully.

All the students in Leslie's ninth-grade class took a trip
to Chicago. A special bus was chartered for the trip. They_
visited the Aquarium, the Planetarium, and the-Lincoln Park Zoo.
At lunch time, the thirty-two ninth graders filed_into the
cafeteria at Marshall Field's. What a lot of haMburgers were
consumed!

After reading the paragraph above, which of the following
statements could you correctly assume?

( A ) LeS1ie took a trip to- Chicago;
( B ) The Planetarium was the:most_enjoyable_part_of_the_trip.
( C ) The_bus driver was nervous about driving thirty-two

ninth graders.
( D ) They all ate lunch at one o'clock.

38. Use the chart below to answer the following question.

1972

1973

1974

SIZE -OF HIGH_SCHOOL:GRADUATING
CLASSES OF DUBOIS HIGH SCHOOL

7/7 r7 17 .7 AOWY /V/Ar k

11111111
7 7Ws; golZ ligNIMS'FrA :WAMIMI 1111

AWAr
=ME an EMI=

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200 225 250

Bow many girls

( A ) 200
( 6 ) 100
( c ) 75
( D ) 125

were in the graduating class

17.

48

BOYS

MIME GIRLS

MEMMEM TOTAL

of 1973?
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47. Look carefully at the application form below.

1101, PLIASR TIII OR PRINT ININK
(Pccc I I. at occootolo)

_DePARTAITNI_OP _STATE__

_PittSPIRT APPLICATION_
(NWT MANN* I is agralleaPoo. read 'MONO Islomatios ke PUNTA Anolicants on

sniss 3 and 113thn silmematai sheds TINA PO 5515 Norl*di h AN MOM

ALL APPLICANTS

(PIPOSINN ag*Iinsuw) (Las Na)

-5-*aeats-frsre %'CoNnb3
el Is tlail WU. Oo hereby PAT DIONNINII NSA

MAIL PAWOOT TO.-

IN Con oo Ol_...11..b1.1

-01
t,r tatirdzon coal

Nome Nos. moo c.a. 3/9 4570 -4/33o
OAT! OF FORTH _

""/ ;.; Li3
PLACE OF IIIITNICIon Oso7 Pomo., Ceono,)

itchuaufree) (disc .nsin

(PASSPORT MICE UST CNLY)

R O O OP

Please send 'My p0.,Scpai4
as fa/CRIV 43 possible,

6ary VrePies

VOCONCI

Which line o' the appli.iion form is completed

( A ) Line
B ) Line 4

( C ) Line 5
( D ) Line 6

correctly?

48. What- mistake did this person make in completing this passport
application?

( A ) He did not type the information.
( B ) He did not give his birthdate correctly.
( C ) He did not list his complete phone number.
( D ) He wrote in space intended for office use only.

49. Read the following paragraph.

The thee- year -old boy had disappeared in the_woods._ The
men-searched the woods all night -long. If anyone -found the
child, he-was to fire- three -shots into the air; The_boy's
mother sat in the cabin waiting for_news. Early:in_the_morning,
someone fired three shots; The child had been found, anl.lep
under a bush.

Which one of the following phrases shows EFFECT:,

( A ) the boy had_disappeared in the woods
( B ) the_men_searched the woods all night long
( C ) if anyone found the child
D ) the boy was three years old

21.

49



Proficiency and Review, Test 111: Language Proficiency, Form F," Denver Public
Schools, Denver, Colorado. Reprinted with permission.

TEST III: LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

This test is designed to measure your ability to rec-
ognize correctly written English. There are three types
of errors in this test: errors in punctuation, capital
ization, and grammar. For this test, an "error in
punctuation" means that a punctuation mark has been
left out or incorrectly used An "error in capitalization"
means that a capital letter has been left out or in-
correctly used An "error in grammar" includes errors
in word usage as well as common grammatical errors.

DIRECTIONS: There are two selections in the test. Each line of the
selections is numbered and represents one teat item.
The words in an item are usually part of a sentence
which begins on a previous line or ends on a later one.
Study each line. Keeping the whole sentence in mind,
decide whether the line is correct Or contains one of
the errors listed in the key below.

KEY: P error in PUNCTUATION
C error in CAPITALIZATION
G error in GRAMMAR
N NO ERROR

Look at the sample items.

SAMPLE ITEMS:
,. , ,

Sample A Mang wan t war& rter

Sample 13 tr-R... cn.e.curt. . en. ditkeit, (11.1.1..1-1

In Sample A, "didn'tAvant no " is an error in grammar.
Therefore.G is the_correct answer. On the back of your
answer sheet under the heading "Test III: Language
Proficiency you will find a box labeled "Samples,"
containing rows A and B. In row A, the circle con-
taining the letter G has been blackened.
Now select your answer for Sample B and mark it
on the answer sheet in row B in the box labeled
"Samples."
There are no errors in Sample B; therefore, the correct
answer is N. On your answer sheet you should have
blackened the circle containing the letter N in the row
for Sample B.

-- When you are told to begin work, turn the page and
start the language items. The answer to the first item
should be marked in row 101 on your answer sheet.

Page 3 DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO 00 SO]

50



KEY: P error in PUNCTUATION
C error in CAPITALIZATION
G error in GRAMMAR
N NO ERROR

voNEy I-IELKK
101 T d and jim met me. al/t.en. the. game,

102 arta we went to- tke. dims AtcYte iscet lierela.A.

103 WI liP-G. we was the/t , Ciii.c.e and cl.n.clita

104 came th and set down at atm. taliee.
105 artzlAct adzeci; "Cart 64.. and trz have a nide. home?'
los Q said that 0 clitirt:E. rilinzt, 0P:though 0 had vp_Ag Pit4-6 re.
107 Qa Tea part, k w.triveir.ea; Cort."50-u. 643 on th.EA?'

los 0 gaue. kin. mg east k.lifg rents. We uraPh.6 ord.

109 We took a gartg utat home. eirtifitzt utarthed to- Au.

110 Eti tkejegeasort kiik school 61.4 uta.6 Ai* at

in Ac.kr5ot. She uf-onte.-41. to- tease hit. urine, (I o.n.".6

112 130.4e1DA/ criach, about &sing die. game_ 0

113 ucaA WoitAiecl about gaeckte. We. paitketL

114 behind & Adt.64 bee? 7 Leak taws
115 &ailing the gyn.. '1-k, unde itaPpk,' Sancb.a.

no caged. 4rrt AC'(/GS Ott/t team wirtnea 4o- eadg

117 . r n i t h he c a m e . O V P A , t O t h e OWL. W

11n AW-ell/L to- thaL, 6 Antil. Leant .1,.,..

119 We in/ ski Ilalie. uic-rn. i aim. Atem. p had pamect

120 hie anieltitan hiStCYtg; Plit. ffr.litt bard.

44 Pegs 4

51

1 GO ON TO THE NEXT PACEJ



KEY: P error in PUNCTUATION
C error in CAPITALIZATION
G error in GRAMMAR
N NO ERROR

121 16. team goE ott file BU.6.

122 Uti SOW-6 wonertl ismity. girds
123 LthPJEE gelling 6 know- thern. Ji&mi

124 xed VISE tire. We &Due thegug4 suds
125 fLOVIA, ellf-kiES, 4 kat enough gas.

128 WWI the Ca/C /Call. Oa Cot gah IDS the. no-inents

127 MU-49.U.M. 4 (90.6 CIP-Ofte- 4 got Oa

128 ?tia arailkez l. flame.. a Lottett'L kin., buL i. dp.ciApA

129 E0- km gebd C.O/A6deic tn. the. kluit.e. 4 &ea

130 Aiding mulch. bekLeii than. ufragdrts, won a. su bock.

Pigi 5
IGO ON TO THE NEC PAGE
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"Writing: Graduation Requirement Competencies, Form A," Parkrose School Dis-

trict, No. 3, Portland, Oregon, 1975. Reprinted with permission.

2.

(6) Jean had a dental_appoIntment on monday ten o'clo;k._ k71 While she

was
the_dentists_office, a car ran a traffic light and hit the side of

her automobile: (8) Fortunately even though her car was wrecked Jean suffered no

injuries: (9) A taxi was called.and she continued WAN-I office for -her appointment.

(10) As Join entered the waiting room,
the nurse exclaimed, what happened to you?

6. What is ihdortect in line (6)7

nothing the_sentence,is_correct

b) "monday" thOuld be_capitalized
c) quotation marks are needed for one

d) ending punctuation Is incorrect

7.
What change Should be made in line (7)?

a) 4 comae is needed after "driving!.

6) an apOttroohe Is_needed in ,ne word

c) a comma IS headed after "Tight"
AI 'riding punctuation is incorrect

8. What correction is needed In line (8)7

phrase

a) hone - the sentence_is_correct as written

Li)
ending punctuation_should be an exclamation point

c) commai_thoUld be- inserted after "fortunatelV. and "wrecked'

quotation marks are needed for one phrase

9; What change should be made In line (9)?

4) "office" Should be dapita'lzed
5) ending punctuation should 4e an exclamation point

d) 4 comma should_be_Inserted after "continuedl.

d) none - the sentence is correct as written

10. Whet punctuation is missing in line (10)7

4) none -_the :sentence_iscorrect as Written-

b) an exclamation- point -is neededafter "exdlaldied,

c) the ending punctuation is incorrect
d) quotation marks are needed for one phrase

CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE



N.

/16) Next,_the family traveled through Nevada and crossed Boulder dam -Into
Arizona. L(17)_ Driving north out of_Flegstaff, they approachtd_Grand_Canyon
MatIonal_Park frowthe south_side; (18) They agreed that seeing this deep_
Canyon cut by_the_Colorado River was_one of the highlights Of_the trip. (19)_Then
the_femily_took the bighway through four_corners, _small_park_where the boundaries
of-Utah;- Colorado, Arizona,_and New Mexico meet. (20) Shortly thereafter_ they _

antered_Mesa_Verde a rugged high plateau region cut by several canyons which contain
prehistoric Indian dwellings;

16; What error should be corrected In line (16)7

a) "fimlly" should_be capitalized
b) insert-s comma- after - "family'
c) "dad, should be_capitalized _

d) ending punctuation is incorrect

17. What change Is required In line (17)7

a) a comma should_follow_"north"
b) the comma_following "Flagstaff" is not needed
c) "south side!_should be capitalized
d) none - the sentence Is written correctly

18. What correction should be trade in line (18)7

a) "Canyon" should not be capitalized
b) a_comem_should_faiow "agreed'
c) quotation_marks_belong before "seeing"_and after "trip"
d) none - the sentence Is written correctly

19. What correction should be made In line (0)7

a) remove_the comma following_"corners"
b) "four_corners" should be_capitalized
c) comma should follow "park"
d) ending punctuation should be changed

20. What Is needed to correct line (20)7

a) an apostrOphe Is missing in one word
b) Insert a comma after "Verde'
c) "prehistoric" should be capitalized_
d) ending punctuation should be changed

STOP
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Proficiency and_Review, Test it Spelling Proficiency Form F," Denver Public
Schools, Denver, Colorado. Reprinted with permission.

TEST II : SPELLING PROFICIENCY

DIRECTIONS:

SAMPLE ITEMS:

This test will measure your ability to recognize cor-
rectly spelled words.

Each item _in this test contains four words and the
word "NONE," Each word and the word "NONE"
are identied by a letter of the alphabet. If you think
a word i8 missPelled, blacken the circle on your answer
sheet, containing the letter that identifies that word.
If you think all the words are spelled correctly. blacken
the circle containing the letter that identifies "NONE."
Look at Sample A below.

Sample A Sample B

A 6.ain F efie.M.S

B expertae G fjOriff-

C sitorrunct& H o. it

D J adeArnan.

E NONE K NONE

In Sample A. all the words are spelled correctly.
Therefore,_ the answer is "NONE," identified by the
letter E. On the back of your answer sheet under the
heading "Test II: Spelling Proficiency," you will find
a box labeled "Samples," containing rows-A and B.
In row A, the circle containing the letter E has been
blackened.
Now select your answer for Sample B and mark it on
the answer sheet in row B in the bez labWed "Sainples."

In Sample B, the second word is misspelled. This word
is identified by the letter G. On your answer meet you
should have blackened the circle containing the letter
G in the row for Sample B.
When you are told to begin work, turn the page and
start the spelling items. The answer to the first item
should be marked in row 51 on your answer sheet.

Pigs 11 DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO



_911_09_170_174E_NEXT_PAGEI

Dm- Do thus items Ui. arm wq you did the

51 A newspapeit.

B view.

c maned

55 A expect

B agratt
c choose

59 A jetoue
B nab: ma
c neagirse.

D tzeruse D &II:006263 D olistnag
E NONE E NONE E NONE

52 F itatiiS

G .thwgV.9

56 F S&UPWI
G coined:

60 F pupd
c ithot

H rnedkina.

gain

H triAtit

J xesutence

H clutum

J ureiskE

K NONE K NONE K NONE

58 A aept
B r00/1417auit9.

ca
D PriAdS

57 A -MEW

B thiateit

hiesege

61 A pt00a9
s gii.seneA

C

» nested
NONE E NONE E NONE

U F a:atom. 99 F VililOt 62 F anound
G !meats G giant G MatlipeS

H utailue H c.eaise. H di.69.2Ae

J Amick J /TULA J Vi'S
K NONE K NONE K NONE
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"Dentdcratit Process Minimum Competency Test I," Westside High SchOOI, Oma-
ha, Nebraska. Reprinted with permission.

fIUDENT WAIT

ADVINOR NAME

coomutoa NAM

ACCEPTED

NOT ACCEPTED

INSTEICIOE SIGNATURE

DEMOCRATIC PROCESS MINIMUM COMPETENCY TEST

Reed each of the following statements and &ICH' whither that situation would
generally be foiled in a democratic society.

All the information you need to make your decision is in the statement itseIf-_

do not attempt to add information of your own to these statementi. Be wilt Wine

and

You ST' not sure of during the test. Piece an 'Lib the- column marked
mad sieset_bisidi thole itatenieti_WhithlOCllatild expect to find in a democratic
weeiaty add an Lia_the toIempa_marked would-not- septet next to those statements
you would not expect to find in democratic society.

Mould.
Expect

Would
-not
Etpact

( ) ( ) 1. The President vetoes a bill passed by Crimean.

( ) ( ) 2. The Priiident abolishes the Supreme Court.

( ) ( ) 3. The police break into Ala Jene's house without a search
warrant to find out if he has been doing anything illegal.

( ) ( ) a. A moan gets sentenced to jail without a trial.

( ) ( ) 3. The government stops the printing of a newspaper because it
criticises the government.

( ) ( ) A. The Pritident appoint, the next Governor of Nebraska.

( ) ( ) 7. The Supreme Court declares the death penalty unconstitutional.

( ) ( ) 0. Joe Door epeaki i.dt Atlanta governmental policies he disagrees
with.

( ) ( ) 9. Mrs. Jones is not allowed to vote because of her race.

( ) ( ) 10. The President fires Senator from Nebraska.

( ) ( ) II. The Police refuse to allow an arrested man to phone his lawyer.

( ) ( ) 12. A person is arrested for breaking a law that is not written
down.

( ) ( ) I3.Nabraeke_riguires that all citizens will belong to the 26MO

religion.

( ) ( ) 14. Joe -Smith is taken before the :.ongress to be put on trial for

murder.

( ) ( ) 15. Mr. Jones is fined $10.000 for public drunkenness.

( ) ( ) 16. Mr. Smith won over WM the with in the race for mayor so he

is the next mayor.

( ) ( ) 17. Nebraskans elect eitisens to represent them id COngress.

( ) ( ) Ie. The-President eider' that everyone be in their homes by 10;00

o'clock each night.

( ) ( ) 19. People are barred from all city council meetings.

( ) ( ) 20. Elections are held regularly.
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Would Would
Expect _Not

Expect

( ) ( ) 21. thalyone candidate is allowedon the election bnllot.

( ) ( ) 22. Jolla 'with IA not allowud ro run for office hoodoo. ho Aes
not make enough money.

The Date and place for an election Sr. not made public.

Congress declares that a state law need not be obeyed.

The Array is ordered by the President to police the
of city when no crisis exists.

WebrAsks_p Igtimaking it Maga to drink under age
10 in the C rove.

A city_furnishes the people with services such as trash
removal, traffic regulation. snow removal, and road repair.

The Omaha City Council prohibits use of studded snow tires
on Omaha d roads.

TSe__City_CounciI sets aside a section cf the city for an
industrial site.

The City of Fremont. Nebraska. declares war on Canada.

Nr.Amith_choose not -to vote in_the_PresidehtiaLsIection
because he does net feel the candidates meet his require-
ments for the Presidency.

A lcaI T. 9. station act/rake the mayor's snow removal
progress.

People vote secretly.

Nr. Shia passes a_legal form around to get signatures in
order to change a Ism.

Minority croups ere not allowed into state university.

People organise to elect a man to represent them.

A difference of opinion on crucial issue is solved by one
person making a decision.

A_eroup of- people -re to_the city council to ask for an
invesagatien of the mayor.'

( ) ( ) 23.

( ) ( ) 24.

( ) ( ) 25.

( ) ( ) 26.

( ) ( ) 27.

( ) ( ) 20.

( ) ( ) 29.

( ) ( ) 30.

( ) ( ) 31.

( ) ( ) 32;

( ) ( ) 33.

( ) ( ) 34.

) ( ) 35.

( ) ( ) 36.

( ) ( ) 37.

( ) ( ) 30.

( ) ( ) 39.

( ) ( ) 40.

( ) ( ) 41.

( ) ( ) 42.

( ) ( ) 43.

( ) ( ) 44;

( ) ( ) 45.

Mrs. Jones is mat alloyed to run for President because we
have never had a woman president.

Mr. smith refuses to pay his ttttt taxes because he doss
not a%ree with the governor and is willing to Ro to jail
for his actions.

Jee_refurm to_accept_the_penalty_for breaking a law
prohibiting the smoking of marijuana.

Ed chooses to Ro -te prison rather than take -part in a
national war with Shier he disagrees on nova grounds.

A proup cf people break into the Jodi, e 0.-1

and hang him without a trial.

JOil_dzith_ie_eIected_to_Ao tr national convention to help
pick the next presidential candidate of his party.

A citizen is upset with a local policeman's speed trap
tactics and asks for a public hearing to change this prsotrc
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"Art Test," Nebo School District, Spanish Fork, Utah. Reprinted with permission.

DIAGNOSTIC r,ALDATION FOR ART SKILLS AND CONCEPTS

Hark on answer sheet only one correct answer. Darken in letter or number.

1. Which of the following does not describe black and white

a. are directl,ropoosite on a value scale
b. can be used to charms the value or shade of a color
c. are the greatest_difference_one can have in value or shade contrast

d. are one of the Chromatic

2. Which of the following is not a basic property of color

a. value
b. hua
c. chromes

d. intensity
a; texture

3. An example of two comolimentary colors are
n. red and orange
h. red and purple
c. red and black
d. red and preen

4; Pure color over-powers grayed colors
a; True
b. False

5. Black rime to or surrondinp a colored area will
a. rake the color appear Iess bright
b. make the color appear more bright
c. will make the color disappear
d. all of above

. Light valued colors seem visually heavier than dark valued colors.

a. true
b. false

7. After lookiag at an Area Of the coIor_red for a period of time, you will

see on a white background (the after image)
a. red

b. green
a; black
d; white_ _

6; all of above

R. In order to create green paint, one must mix
e. blue and white
b. yellow and violet
c. valour and blue
d. blue and red
a. all of above

9. When_you mix two complementary colors together you
a. make the colorsAmpear brighter
b. increase its value
c. lessen its intensity
d. create a color afterimage

IA. The intensity of a color it increased when you add gray or black
a. true

52 b. false
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Which color in a nainting would visually advance (seem to come forward)
the most?
a. blue
b. red
C. green
d. violet
a. black

12. In painting a Iiving roon_to create harmony with some accents. woul!. vou

a. use large areas of bright colors and smalLareas of neutral co,ocs
b. use large areas of neutral colors and sMaII areas of bright colors
c. use all white colors
d. use all dark colors
e. all of above

13. Bright colors dominate dark colors
a. true
h. false

14. Small amounts-of one color can he used to vary the darkness or lightnesm
of another color
a. true
h. false

IS. If shadows create an illusion of depth, a collage or relief sculpture
can he -Wade to appear more three dimensional with
a. color
h. mood - - _

c. point of emphasis
d. line
a. light

1F. Shadows
a; do not help us observe what time of day it is
b; always are in the shape of the object casting them
e; faILtoward the direction of light
d. may have shapes that are unlike the object casting them

17. Shadows ore darkest immediately underneath an object and gradually get
lighter as they go away from the object
a. True
b. false

IS; Rough texture cause miniature shadows which enables texture to be seen

a; true
b. Wale

19. A shadow is always attached or touches the object casting it

a. true
b. false

2n; Which of the following, does not describe objects as they get farther and

farther away
a; bluer and grayer
b. smaller
c. more texture and detail
d. higher on picture plane or closer to the horizon line

Go



21. Cne_could not distinguish forms and shapes if they had no value contrast
with their surroundings
a. true
b. fills

22. Which statement is not true when only the contour or outline of
is seen
a. it appears flat
b. it looks like s_silhouette
c. it appears *miner

en nhJect

23. In picture fl Zest- Supper what type of line perspective was used
a. three point
b. two point
c. one point_
d. atmospheric perspective

24. In picture 01 Last Supper the walls would be considered to the figures
a. positive space
b. negative space
c. open space
d. no space
e. all of above

25. 01 picture Last Supper would be considered to be in formal balance
a; true
b. Wad

26. In picture 01 test Supper what geometric shapes have been used to croup the
people together
a. stars
b. circles
c. squares
d. rectangles
e. triangles

27. The artist who painted picture 01 Last Supper was
a. Michelangelo
b. Picasso
c. De Vinci
d. Van Cogh

28. In painting #1 -Last Supper where is the vanishing point located
a. center of floor'
b. center of Christ
c. centerof_ceiIing

54 d. none of above



"Art Study Sheet," Nebo Sdhool District, Spanish Fork, Utah; Reprinted with per-
mission,

STUDENT'S INDIVIDUAL PROGRESS SUMMARY
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL-

NAME SEX GRADE

COURSE ART SCHOOL

ENTRY DATE COMPLETION DATE

COURSE OBJECTIVES
ACHIEVEMENT APPROVED

DATE BY

REQUIREMENTS:

1. List ten art related occupations and
describe briefly how art relates to
each one. Hand in at time of test.

2. Complete one drawing using one or
two point perspective. Check li-
brary for book on persepective. Hand
in at time of test.

3. Create a piece of promotional art
work which sells an idea or a pro-
duct. (poster, advertisement, etc.)
Hand in at time of test.

4. Create your own painting. This may
be done by using watercolor, color-
ed pencil, oiI paint, crayons, etc.
Hand in at time of test.

5. Complete all requirements on the
color work sheets. Hand in a time
of test.

6. Student must pass test with score of
80% or higher. You should be able to
pass the test after completing the above
assignments and CAREFULLY studying
all of the study and work sheets.

TEST SCORE

DATE
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ART STUDY SHEET
R. HIGH SCHOOL

The peirciples of art are used by everyone either directly or indirectly.

The pheabe "I'm not an artist" means little since there are few people who do

not #0end time WOhdeking abOnt the made And Style Of theit Clothing, how they

Should landscape and taohigh their home os deb-Stain°. how to faShiOn theik en-

virorsant. Art is not a field in and of itself. It relates to many profes-

sions and has A definite effect on our emotional and intellectual achievement.

The junior high school student is required to omplete the requirements

outlined on the indiVidUal pimp:lase Sheet prior to their graduations ft= junior

high school. The requirements are within the range of anyone to achieve and

the test can be passed by carefully studying the attached work Sheets which

encompass all the questions given on the test.

ELEMENTS: THE INGREDIENTS OF Al

LINE: A line is the path of a moving point, that is, a -mark made by_a tool or
instrument as it is drawn across a surface. -A line is Ohly_the repre-
sentation of the edge of something. A line dbes NOT exist in nature.

SHAPE: An area which stands out from the space next to or around it because
of_a_defined boundary or because of a difference of value, oolor or
texture.

COLOR: =or is_a response of our vision to wavelengths of light reflected from
an Object.

SPACE: Space is the measurable diatance between established points.

VALVE: The degree of lightness or darkness given to an area by the amount of
light reflected from it.

TENTURE: The actual or illusion of the roughness or smoothness of an object.
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PR1NTIVLES: ARE THE CORRECT WAY IN WHICH YOU ARRANGE THE ELEMENTS;

UNITY: Ties the elements together into a complete unit.

CONTRAST: The difference between lights and darks.

BALANCE: A cordit=Lon of rest with both sides being equal.

VARIETY: A different/4 in Shapes and forms;

EMPHSIS: A center of interest; draws attention.

TRANSITION: Change from one place or object to another.

PROPORTION: Relaticnship of one thing to another.

COLOR WORKSHEET #1...CONPLETEANO HAND IN AT TIME OF TEST.
(Color wheel is on next page)

INSTRLICTIMS study the definitions below then color in the oolor wheel.

PRIMARY COLORS: (1,2,3 on color Wheel) Many Colors May be made by mixing
other colors together, hOWelier, there axe 3 colors - which _ _

CANNOT be made by mixing colors: these are red, yellow and blue.
They are called the primary colors. These three primary colors

can_produce all other colors by Mixing then together in dif-

ferent combinations.

SECONDARY COLORS: (4,5,6 on color wheel) Secondary colors are made by
mixing any two primary colors together. For example:

PRIMARY s PRIMARY = SECONDARY
RED & BLUE =V/OLET
RED & YELLOW = ORANGE
BLUE & YELLOW = GREEN

INTERMEDIATE creces1 VisAJoiii,12 on Dolor wheel) The interMediate colors
are_prcduced by mixing a primary Dolor with_ a neighboring secon-
dary oalor.- For exancolei-when you mix red Idth orange you get the
intermediate oalor_red-orange.:_Cther intermediate colors would
by yellow - green, blue - violet, etc;
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COLOR WORESHEET #2 To BE HANDED IN AT TIME OF TEST

compumminezt

Any two colors which are
directly opposite from
sach other on the actor
wheel are called carpLimentaly
colors.

AlsALAGODS

lit*It blue.

medium light blue

median blue

fl iaa dark blue

dark blue

A set -of analagous-oolors
includes one_prbutry_and::
all other - colors up to but
NOT including the next pri-
mary. They /Ave one collar
in oammon, for instance, on
the chart above the analogous
colors (with arrows) all have
yellow in then.

MONCCHRtt%TIC

Several shades of one
color.- -Shades-are made
by adding_white_or
black to the color;

WRRM AND COOL COLORS: (refer back to color wheel on worksheet #1)

All Of the Cadre we know belong to one of- two groups; the WARMicolortlortheiCOOL
colors. Red, orange, and yellow are usually assccieted with the sun or fire and
are called warm colors because they give the viewer a feeling-of warmth. Warm colors

are active, vibrant and attention getting. Blue, green arid violet are associated_

with sky and water and are called the cool oolors. The cool coliors are caiet, calm.

peaceful, restful, soothing, etc,

MNSTRLICTIONS:i:Study the charts and definitions above on color schemes. Then in
the_squares below make up your own design and color it in using the color scheme
listed below each square; Hand in at time of test. _

#C1POCHROMATIC

FARM

ANALAGOLTS

4

COMPLIMENTARY

COOL
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"Music Test for Junior High Schools," Nebo School District, Spanish Fork, Utah.
Reprinted with permission.

REVI.MDICEND414 STANDARD MUSIC TEST FOR NEBO SCHOOL DISTRICT JR. HIGH SCHOOLS

Multiple choice - answers may be used more than once; there is only one correct

answer to any one question.

1. Which group of lettere is all musical note/0

a. H,I,J,K,L,M,N

b. R,S,T,U,V,W,X

c.

d.

It. now of these

2 = 11 Mitch the f011OWing syMbols with the corresponding name.

2. c3

4;

a. sharp

5.
di

b. flat

c. rest

6; d. note

e. none of theme

12 - 15 Which of the following in each group ie a professional singer

of "Pop" music? (only one correct answer per set)

12. a. Cilein RiMptOn

b. John Denver

60 c. Aaron Copland

d. Paul Hindemith

0. none of these
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13. a. Frank Sinatra

b. Wolfgang Mozart

ai Ludwig Van Beethoven

14; a. Olivia Newton -John

b. oilotg* oirshwin

a. George Friedrich Mendel

15. a. Irving Berlin

b. Koren Carpenter

Leonard Bernstein

d. Alessandro Scarlatti

0. Modest Mouesorgsky

d. none of these

a. all of these

_

d. SMUG' Barber

e. none of these

16 - 18 Which node is the highest in pitch on each staff?

16.

17.

18;

a

19 - 20 Which note has the longest value in each set?

a b a d

19. o 4)

20.
D.

e, AP.

68
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21 34 Hatch each of the following inatrumente to its group.

(example 00. trumpet l the trumpet ie a brase instrument)

instruments prows

21; 0ymbaIs a. strings

22. cello b. brass

23. clarinet 0; woodwinds

24. trombone a. percussion

25. bass drum e. electronic

26. violin

27; OpetbdaiZer

28. xylophone

29. acoustic guitar(not electric)

30. flute

31. tape recorder

32; tuba

33. saxophone

34. tiehdrihe

35.

36.

Which of the following types of music is sung?

5; opera

b. sonata

0; march

d. overtUle

e. concerto

Which group is the most common vocal clasaification for a chorus?

a. I Tenor b. trumpet 0. Soprano d. Soprano e. Alto

II Tenor tuba Bass Alto Baas

III Tenor tamborine Tenor Flute

I Soprano timpani Base

37. The term "A Cappella" means

a. go faster

b. touring group

c; eater

d. for church; unaccompanied

e. accan:ad by the orchestra

38. Which 1"!. the following is A choral group?

a. Madrtcel d. Cresando

b. e. none of these

62 c; tutittaido



63; What date

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

get gradually aofter

get gradually louder

accent

speed up

none of the above

64. What does "rit." tell you

a. get gradually faster

b. get gradually slower

0. get gradually louder

d. get gradually softer

e. separate the notes

tell you to do in music?

to do in music?

65 - 69 Match the folloWing staff notations with their names.

65.

:11

67.

68.

69,

70 - 74

70. Aocelerando(accel.)

71. Accompaniment

72; Bat line

73 Quartet

7k. Harmony

a; repeat signs

b. fermata(hoId)

c. bass clef sign

d. treble clef sign

e. time signatures

Match the following words with their definitions.

a. The combination of two or more pare siguItarliousIy

b. Music performed by four instruments or voices

c. Gradually faster

d. A vertical line used to mark off a measure

e. A part which supports the principle melodic line
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"Money Management" from Consumerism: Student Handbook, Westside High
School, Omaha, Nebraska. pages 3-9. Reprinted with permission.

-3-

I: MONEY MANAGEMENT

-Obj ec

1. Students will be able to plan a_budgcA.
2. Students will be able to correctly write and

endorse a check;
'3. Students will be able to cozretly balance a

checkbook.
4. Students will be able to identify advantages

and disadvantages of various savings programs.

Budgeting:

A budget is a plan -for determining how your money
will be spent for things you need, want, and/or
how -to save your money. The total of your budget
cannot be more than the total of_the money you have;
Example: If_your_take home pay for one week is $60,
then your budget for one week cannot total more
than $60.

Steps in Planning a Budget:

1. List your short-term and long-term goals._
2. Figure income (includes salary, gifts, allow=

ance, interest from savings, etc.)



=4-=

3. Plan according to net pay ratbiir than gross pay.
(gross pay - the amount before deductions; i.e.
social security, taxes, insurance, etc.)

(net pay - the amount you actually have to spend)
4. List fixed expenses (expenses that are regular

and need to be paid every week, month, -or year).
Examples: rent, light bill, telephone bill, car
payments, insurance, etc.
5. Subtract the total of your fixed expenses from

your net pay.
6. Plan remaining income among flexible expenses

(expenses that are subject to change).
Examples: gifts, concert tickets, gasoline pur-
chases, new clothing, tickets to sports events, etc.
7. Total of all expenses should NOT exceed net in-

come.
8. Re-evaluate your budget as your needs and in-

cnme change.

SamplekAtet: (Long-term goal: to buy a car)

Gross pay $200.00
payroll deductions 40.00

Net Income $160.00

Fixed Expenses:
Payment on stereo
Lay-away payment
Insurance premium
Telephone
Savings for car

Total fixed Expenses

Flexible _Expenses:
Gas 7.50
Entertainment 15.00
Clothes 20.00
Gifts & contributions 2.50
Food- 10.00
Miscellaneous 5-00

Total Flexible Expenses $ 60.00

$ 25.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
50.00

$100.00

TOTAL ALL EXPENSES $160.00
65.



Writing a Check:

The sample check is from a publication of South-
west Bank of Omaha. The example below is the
preferred way to write a check, and will be used
for grading the consumer test.

Circled numbers on the sample check 13eloW correspond
to the numbered items.

l. Date the check.
2. Write or print in ink, or type the name Of the

person or fitd to Whom the check is_payable.

3. Enter the amOunt_of the check (in figures)
oppowite the dollar sign._

4. V_IT the amount of the check (iii_WordS) under
the "PAY TO THE ORDER OF" line. Start at the

Yft margin. _ _

5. Sign (DO NOT print) your name on the bottom
1ine EXACTLY_Ad_it appears on the- bank signa-
ture card: ( The card you sign when you open
a CheCking accou)

6. RecOtd 14hAt thd payment is for on the memo lint



-6-

It is possible to stop payment of your check by
notifying your bank. A charge will be made for this

service. A bank service charge may also be made by
banks for handling checkin6 accounts.

Endorsing a Check:

To endorse a =heck, sign your name on the back.
(upper left end)
Your signature of endorsement must be the same as it
appears on the front of the check after "Pay to the
Order Of". If the endorsement is to be restricted,
such as "for deposit only," these words should be
written above your name.
Examples of endorsements are as follows:

Pay to the order
Of XYZ Company

For Deposit Only
John Doe

Balancing a Checkbook:

Your checkbook register is that part of your check-
book_where you record all the checks you write_and
deposits you make. When writing checks, record the
following:

I. Check number
2. Date of the check
3. The payee (one to whom check is written)
4. The amount of the check
S. Subtract the_amount of the check from the pre-

vious balance and write in the new balance. Be

sure to record the checks in your checkbook
register when they are written.
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6. Deposits should be recorded in the deposit
column and added to the previous balance.

A typical page from a checkbook register is shown
below:
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Reconaliation of a Bank Statement:

When you_have_a checking account, you_usually re-
ceive a statement from the bank once each month. The
bank statement usually provides a form on the back
of the statement to assist you in reconciling.

You should prove the accuracy of this statement with
your checkbook in the following way:

1. Look at -your bank statement_for charges (other
than checks) made against your account.

2; Enter and_subtract these charges from your check-
book register._:

3. Remove- your cancelled- checks (checks_paid by bank
and raturned to you with bank statement) from
your bank statement and sort them numerically.
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4. Compare the amounts_on your_cancelled checks

and deposits with the_amounts written in your

checkbook register. Check off (v) all can -

celled checks and deposits in your checkbook

register._

5; Insert the last balance shown on your bank

statement.
6; Add deposits not credited_to_your_account.
7; Deduct all checks outstanding (not checked

off in_your checkbook register and not yet
charged to your_account).

8; The adjusted balance of your -bank statement
and the balance in your cheabodk register,
should be the same.

_Banking and Saving:

Banks_and savings institutions are "money store$"

that_deal in money and financial services. A wise
consumer will compare the rates of interest, charges,
convenience, and serivces available at a variety of

banking and savings institutions before selecting one
or more of them.

1. commercial bank - checking accounts, passbook
savings, time certificates of deposit, loans,
purchase of government savings bonds

2. savings And loan - (tends to pay higher interest
rates) passbook savings, timed savings accounts,
time certificates of deposit, loans for housing
businesses

3. U. S. Government Bonds - loans to the government
in which the government pays you interest. For
example, you buy a $100 bond for $75; when it
matures, you receive $100
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4; credit nnion ,(offers members fairly good rates
for savings and for loans) a group of people of
the same employer who join together to form a
cooperative association

5. time certificate_of_ deposit a certificate
issued_to a person who_puts money in a savings
institution for a definite length of time,
usually 3 months, 6 monthsi one year or longer.
The money is on deposit for the_specified length
of time at a specific rate of interest. These
certificates usually pay a higher rate of in-
terest than other kinds of savings.

6. passbook account - a savings account paying the
loWest rate of interest. Deposits and with-
drawals can be made at any time.

Your checking and savings accounts are insured up
to $40000 for each sccount_only at banks which are
members of F.D.I.C. (Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation) and at Savings and Loan Associations
which are members of FSLIC (Federal Savings and Loan
Insurance Corporation).



Future Prospects

Some perplexing CBE questions remain to be answered. Their
reSolutibn will influence the direction competency-based education
and competency testing take over the next five to 10 years:

L Can competency testing fulfill the expectations of the public?
Is it possible that competency tests will alert schools and motivate
students more effectively than standardized achievement tests have
done in the past? Many think not. Jeanne Chall5 asks these ques-
tions:

Was Peter Doe a functional illiterate after 13 years of schooling
because the achievement tests he took in school failed to reveal
his reading problem? Or was his problem known but regarded as
intractable; given the school's resources and personnel? Or was
he possibly not referred for additional testing and treatment? If
so, might not the same thing occur after use of the best of the
state competency tests?

Perhaps parents, politicians; and professionals are being somewhat
naive to think that a new form of testing; although more diagnostic,
will accompliSh what older formats failed to do.

2. Will districts and schools survive the flurry of competency test-
related law suits that may well be just around the corner?
If a Student is denied a diploma without adequate time for remedia-
flan, if a weak but-

sincere student continually fails the competency
standards, if the child of a prominent citizen is refused "regular"
graduation, if tests are used that lack careful validation or seem to
discriminate against minorities; can litigation be far behind? Florida
is already the subject of two suits over its state-mandated compe-
tency testing. Will other states or districts shy away because the
arena is too full of lionS?

3: Will the search for an equitable standard lead to fluctuating cri-
teriaup today and down tomorrow?
A very difficult standard will be self defeating because it will fail too
many. A standard that is too easy will be embarrassing because
above average students and their parents will not take it Seriously.
One solution is to sample the competency levels of capable adults in
the attendance area as the Bakersfield, Calif.; Kern County School
District haS done; but will other distncts take the time (and money)
to do this? Indeed, will adult competency levels in some areas be

5. Clia:: Jeanne, "Minimum Competency in Reading: An Informal Survey of the
Status," `iii Delta Kappan; January 1979,p. 352. 71
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too high or too low to be acceptable to school boards or profes-
sionals?

4. Will the current financial crunch in schools (and in sociF.i )fr..rc iis-
tricts and schools to focus competency tests solely on ba,., -kiiis
avoid facing the implications of substantial curricular ch.:. natives
that broader programs would demand?.
Response to this question will cause many CBE efforts to be piece-
meal or very limited. As such, they will have direct impact only on
the lowest 15 to 25 percent of the student body. The avelage and
superior student will be able to establish competence with little ef.
fort, perhaps even at the elemenary or junior high school level. If
competency testing ultimately affects only the lowest quartile, will it
come to be viewed with suspicion as another covert attempt at
social stratification?

Chris Pipho of the Education Commission of the States, a regular
monitor of both state and local competency trends for almost three
years, feels that enthusiasm for mandating minimum competency
testing has plateaued. Pipho speci,:l..,.1/4tr, that the legal issues surround-
ing competency testing and the push for stronger local control caused
legislative interest to peak in 1978. "Mandating at the statewide level,"
he quips, "may be like swatting flies with a very heavy handle. You
may get the fly, but it doesn't do anything for the furniture,"

While legislator interest in the CBE movement may have peaked in
1978, its impact probably will carry far into the 1980s and beyond. The
various problems discussed earlier in this section probably will result in
conservative applications of competency testing and a limited rather
than comprehensive approach to competency-based education. Most
school districts will opt for the "safe and sane." Iviost states will sustain
or establish statewide proficiency standards in the basic skills but leave
the resolution of methodology, instrumentation and assessment ques-
tions to local education agencies.

The testing question will not be easily settled. There is much confu-
sion in the minds of the public (and many practitioners) about the rela-
tionship between educational quality, school programs; and the
measurement of outcomes. Not all students can achieve even a
minimal competency level unless the criterion is set so low that the
achievement becomes meaningless. What can be readily assessed by
paper-and-pencil tests may be very different from the application of
skills in real life. The most defensible forms of assessment are usually
not the most cost effective nor the most efficient in terms of time and

6. Chris Pipho as quoted in How to Evaluate Education Programs (newsletter), Capi-
72 tol Publications, January 1979,p. 7.
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personnel. It is certainly easier to measure basic skills by a paper-and-
pencil test, whether normative or criterion-referenced; than to simulate
actual life conditions and to require students to establish survival pro-
ficiency. The public may have a Cadillac in mind when it first views
competency-based education; but when it shops the options and com-
pares the costs; it will be quick to settle for a Ford, or perhaps even a
moped.

This is not to say that the CBE movement will not leave its mark.
Quite to the contrary, competency-based education and testing are
classic examples of innovation in our schools. A new program or
method when first proposed generates strong support and opposition.
If it survives this early stage of implementation; it will gain proponents
from a larger group in education, the great and influential majority that
ultimately determines the success or failure of any innovation: This is
the winnowing stage. The most outlandish as well as the most sophis-
ticated of the alternatives usually wane in popularity at this time, for
very different reasons: The outlandish are seen for what they are, fads
or fantasies; the highly sophisticated simply require too much work,
time, money, and commitment from too many people: What emerges
is generally a limited, but acceptable version of the original program.

So it is with competency based education. CBE grew out of the be-
havioral objectives; individualized instruction reform movement of the
60s and 70s and was brought into public focus by the SAT test score
decline and the back-to-basics push of the middle 1970s: What educa-
tional reformers wanted, and still wanta diagnostic/prescriptive ap-
proach to education for every childis very different from where CBE
is likely to end: But is it inappropriate to try to strengthen basic skills in
those who lack them merely because we will continue to fall short of
an individualized educational plan for most American youngsters?

CBE probably is here to stay even if in a limited and less perfect ver-
sion. But one thing is especiallY hopeful; if the value of basic compe-
tencies is established and institutionalized, then the validity of an
individualized personalized education for each student cannot long
be ignored.
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Appendix A
Schools and Districts

that Verify Competencies

Andalusia High School, 701 &1:1 Street; Andalusia, Ala. 36420
Tests students on locally determined minimum competencies in each
course as basis for improving student achievement and curriculum devel-
opment.

Anchorage Borough School District, Secondary Curriculum Director; Anchor-
age, Alaska 99503

For the class of 1979; requires basic skills proficiency in English and math;

Craig City School District; Post Office Box 166; Craig; Alaska 99921
Requires exit skills for all students. Entire curriculum utilizes behavioral ob-
jectives and verification of skills for graduation.

Phoenix Union High School System, 2526 WOst Osborn Road, Phoenix, Ariz.
85017

1975: reading proficiency requirement
1977: mathematic proficiency requirement
1981: writing proficiency requirement.

Denver Public Schools; Supervisor of Development and Evaluation, 414 14th
Street; Denver; Colo. 80202

Since 1959; the district has had proficiency requirements in language,
arithmetic, reading, and spelling.

Kem Union High School District, Bakersfield High School; 1241 G Street;
Bakersfield, Calif. 93301

Eleven Kern County high schools have cooperatively developed profici-
ency tests to reflect the reading; writing; and computational requirements
of local entry-level jobs not requiring college training.

Los Am; School District, 450 North Grand Avenue. Los Angeles,
Calif. 9c

Read:: .g proficiency requirement.

Immaculate Conception Academy, 24th and K Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20037

Complete competency-based curriculum in social studies.
Duval County School Board, Coordinator, Funstional Literacy Program,
Administration Building, 1325 San Marco Blvd., Jacksonville, Fla. 32207

Functional literacy requirements.

74 Listed alphabetically by state.
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Gary City Schools; Superintendent of Schools, Public School System; Gary,
Ind: 46402

Administers competency tests in mathematics, reading, writing, and
spelling.

Hanover Central Junior-Senior High School, 10120 W. 133rd Avenue,
Cedar Lake, Ind. 46303

Requires students to pass locally developed competency tests for gradua7
tion in six subject areas: consumer education and social studies, math and
science, English and reading.

Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. 0181C
Competency requirement in English.

Detroit Public Schools and Detroit Archdiocesan Schools, 5057 Woodward;
Detroit, Mich. 48202

Verification required in reading, writing, mathematics, and problem solving
skills in each of the five functional competency areas of the Adult Perform-
ance Level (APL) model: 1) occupational knowledge; 2) govemment and
law, 3) health; 4) community resources; and 5) consumer economics.'

Dominican High School, 917 McKinney, Detroit, Mich. 48224
Exit competencies in personal and family management, employment skills,
civic and social responsibilities, aesthetic-humanistic appreciation.

Lawton Community Schools, P.O. Box 430, Lawton, Mich. 49065
For promotion, the district requires an 80 percent competency level on
performance objectives in all areas of instruction (K-12)by grade level K-
8, and by course 9-12.

St. Paul Open School, 1885 University Avenue, St. Paul, Minn. 55104
Dies not use the Carnegie Unit, but requires various experiences and com-
petencies for graduation.

Southeast Free School, 915 Dartmouth Avenue: S:E:, Minneapolis, Minn.
55414

Minimum requirements in communication and language, mathematics and
science; social perspective and humanities, personal independence and ini-
tiative ail verified by competency.

Westside High School, 87th and Pacific, Omaha, Nebr. 68124
Minimum competencies in reading, writing, oral communication, con-
sumerism, the democratic process, and problem solving.

Eldorado High School, 1139 North Linn Lane, Las Vegas, Nev. 89110
Seniors must enroll in a basic math course if they cannot pass a mathe-
matics proficiency test at the end of the 11th grade.

West Milford Township Public Schools, Newfoundland, N.J. 07435
Minimum requirements in math, science, reading, and language arts.

'See Appendix C for APL Skills and Content Grid with examples of performance
tasks in each content-skills area. 75
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Acad., the Holy Names, Upper School, 1075 New Scotland ROad,
Alban,: N.Y. 12208.

Competency-based instruction in all courses. The student must demon-
.itrate competency before continuing sequential material.

:ic:-Ihassett Junior .Senior High School, Manhasset, N.Y. 11030
Basic competency requirements in math and reading.

White Plains Public Schools, Superintendent of Schools, White Plains, N.Y.
10602

Schools provide remedial instruction in bask skills where need is evi-
denced by New York State's Basic Competency Tests (in mathematics and
reading).

Berea High School; Berea; Ohio 44017
Utilizes the Adult Performance Level Test (see Appendix C) to assess read-
ing and math proficiencies of 10th and 11th graders. Remedial instruction
is provided to assist students with skill deficiencies.

Parkrose School District #3 Director, Program Evaluation, 10636 N.E. Pres-
cott Street, Portland, Oreg. 97220

Verification of minimum competencies in reading, writing, speaking, listen-
ing, analyzing, and computing. Oregon state graduation requirements
mandate an additional Seven competency categories for the class of 1981.

Nebo School District, Office of Administration, 50 South Main Street, Spanish
Fork, Utah 84660

Requires verification of competencies in career education; music; typing;
physical science; mathematics; home economics; English; and art:

Salt Lake City School District; 440 East First Street South; Salt Lake City;
Utah; 84111

Competency testing in English and mathematics. Competency-based in-
struction since 1975-76.

Fairfax County Schools, 10700 Page Avenue, Fairfax, Va. 22030
Class of 1981 to establish proficiency in basic English, math, social studies,
and job entry skills as verified by Virginia's newly required minimum com-
petency tests.

Greensville County Schools, Division Superintendent. Emporia. Va. 23847
Minimum standards set for elementary through high school.

Richmond Public Schools, 301 N. Ninth Street, Richmond, Va. 23219
Mandates a literacy requirement for the class of 1978 in advance of Vir-
ginia's general competency standards which are applicable in 1981. Initial
testing covers "survival skills," giving verbal directions; and writing para-
graphs. Failing students are given remedial instruction.

Lincoln High School; 311 Lincoln Street; Wisconsin Rapids; Wis. 54494
Basic skill performance examinations required in English and math (com-
putational and practical applications).
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Addidonal competency lequirementri
Connecticut

Language arts

Career development
Logical reasoning
Composition

Hawaii
Decision makino
Prohli:rn solving
Independence in learning
Physical and emotional health
Career development
ResponSibility to self and others

Indiana
Government
Consumer skillS
Science

Kentucky
Language skills
Study skills

Maryland
Survival skills
Work
Leisure
Citizenship

Massachusetts
Speaking

Michigan
(Grades 4 & 7 only)
Science
Social studies
Art
Music
Health education

Missouri _

Government
Economics
Consumer skills

Montana
Government, history
Reasoning
Consumer skillS

Science
Health; drugs

New Hampshire
Language arts
Mathematics
U.S: and N.H. government

and history

NeW Meiticd
Government, history
Consumer skills
Health, drugs

Problem solving
Community resources

North Carolina
Language skills

Oregon
Analyzirig
(For_Class of 1981)
Use basic scientific and

technological processes
Develop and maintain a healthy

mind and body
Be an informed citizen in the

community, state,and nation
Be an informed citizen in

interaction with the
environment

Bean informed citizen a streets
and highways

Be an informed consumer of
goods and services

Function within an occupation
or continue education le; clri,.;
to career

Vermont
Reasoning

Virginia
Job entry skills

Tennessee
Grammar

Utah
Problem solving
Governmental processes
Consumer skills
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Appendix C
Commercial Publishers of Competency Tests*

The American College Testing Program; P.O. Box 168,
Iowa City, Iowa 52240
Publishes the Adult Performance Level (APL) Program in two forms, Adult
and High School: The APL Program- has six measures: a Survey Test (pri-
marily on aid in curriculum and program planning) and five Content Area
tests in Community Resources; Occupational Knowledge; Consumer Eco-
nomics; Health; and Government and Law: The five content tests focus on
five basic skills related to adult success: identification of facts and terms; read-
ing, writing, computation and problem solving. (Cf. APE Grid for the resulting
content-by-skills matrix). The APL materials are based on the results of a
University of Texas (Austin) research project funded by the United States Of-
fice of Education. The Texas research team developed a general theory of
functional competency, a taxonomy of associated adult performances, and
objectives and performance indicators that meet adult success criteria (i.e., in-
come, education and occupational status). A national assessment was con-
ducted.

Beckman-Beal, 3425 L Street, Lincoln, Nebr. 68510
Publishes the Beckman -Beal Mathematical competencies Test measuring 48
skills in areas such as percentage, probability, estimation, computing area,
etc:

Cal Press, Inc., 76 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
Publishes a competency-based reading program entitled Reading for Euery -
day Adult Lining (REAL). The test measures the ability to read familiar mate-
rials such as advertisements, signs, programs, maps, forms, recipes, news-
paper-type articles, etc.

California Test Bureau/McGraw Hill; Del Monte Research
Park; Monterey. Calif 03940
Publishes proficiel...y . ileasuring everyday iife skills in reading, mathe-
matics, a. .position. instruments for the high school level are

Senio. .High Assessment of Reading Performance (SHARP)

Test of Performance in Computational Skills (TOPICS)
Test of Eueryday Writing Skills (TEWS)

This listing is not intended to be exhaustive or an endorsement of the testing instru
82 ments themselves.
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Those for junior high use are:
Performance Assessment in Reading (PAIR)
Assessment of Skills in computation (ASC)
TEWS Junior High Edition

Educational Testing Seervice, Rosedale Road; Princeton;
N .J. 08540
Publishes the Basic Skills Assessment (BSA) that measures proficiencies in
reading, writing skills and mathematics. BSA standards of performance are
based on a national survey of school districts, recommendations of internal
and external advisory boards, the findings of tLe Right to Read Project, and
National Assessment of Educational Progress results. ETS distributes a secure,
non -reusable form of the test. A non-secure, off-the-shelf form is available
from Addison-Wesley Testing Service, South Street, Reading, Mass: 01867 or
2725 Sand Hill Road, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025.

Houghton Mifflin Company, One Beacon Street, Boston,
Mass. 02107 (and five regional offices).
Publishes SCORE, a criterion-referenced measurement service that produces
custom -made tests in reading/language arts and mathematics for states, coun
ties, districts ; or individual_ schools: Users order copies of SCORE_ catalogs
containing nearly 1;700 objectives in reading/language ar..; or math, match
the objectives J., ia5 local needs and designate the ones desired. Houghton Mif
flin designs test booklets of as many items per objective as the user specifies,
drawing from a bank of 5;200 carefully validated items. The tests may be used
for a variety of purposes including minimum competency examinations, exit
:e: is assessing endof-year proficiencies, accountability measures of basic skills

mastery, etc.

Instructional_Objectives Exchange;10884 Santa Monica
Boulevard; Los Angeles; CP0If. 90025
Publishes the 10X Basic Skills Tests :n reading, writing, and mathematics:
IOX's current focus is applied performance :esting growing out of its earlier in-

terest in inttructional objectives and item banking, The Basic Skills Tests are
intended as minimum competency tests for high school graduation
ments.

The Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New 1.
N.Y. 10017
Publishes the Adkins Life Skills Competency Program, including evaivat....1
instruments.
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CONTENT AREAS a.

SKILLS/

APIL Skills and 'content Grid

COMMUNITY
RESOURCES

OCR r.

IDENTIFICATION
OF-FACTS AND
TERMS

Knowing what a
time zone is

READING Reading a bus
schedule

C.ONSUMER
CONOM1t.S HEALTH

GOVERNMENT
AND LAW

KnoWitig what "bolt
arc needtd switch" is
for clerical job

A--

Knowing what the Knowing what the
:nal human Bill of Rights

- _temperatu-e is says

Reading a want ad Reading a con-
_ ,'act

WRITING

COMPUTATION

Writing a
letter to make
hotel reserva-
tions

Computing a
plane fare

Filling out a
W-4 Form

Reading a pre-
scription label

Reading a ballot

Filing a consumer
complaint

Answering a
medical
questionnaire

Writing a letter
to a legislator

Computing over-
time earnings

Finding the best
buy

Computing a
daily dosage

Computing a
statute of limita-
tions

PROBLEM
SOLVING

Determining
where to go for
help with a
problem

Deciding What to
say to a bother:
some co= worker

Deciding which of
two decisions is
better in economic
terms

Deciding which
meal is best,_
given a set_of
preconditions

Determining
whether a given
situation or
action is lega


